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Comm0nfocaItb of glassatbusrfts.

Perkins Institution and Ma88. School fou the Blind.

South Boston, Oct. 30, 1885.

To the IIoii. IIi:xuY B. Peiuck, Secretary of State, Boston.

Dear Sir :— I have the honor to transmit to you, for

the use of the legisUiture, a copy of the lifty-fourth an-

nual report of the trustees of this institution to the cor-

poration thereof, together with that of the director and

the usual accompanying documents.

Respectfully,

M. ANAGXOS,
Secretary.
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SYNOPSIS OF THE PROCEEDINGS

ANNUAL MEETING OF TEE COEPOEATION.

South Boston, Oct. 14, 1885.

The annual meeting of the corporation, duly

summoned, was held to-day at the institution,

and was called to order by the president, Samuel

Eliot, LL.D., at 3 p.m.

The proceedings of the last meeting were read

by the secretary, and declared approved.

Mr. John S. Dwight presented the report of

the trustees, which was read, accepted, and or-

dered to be printed with that of the director, and

the usual accompanying documents.

The treasurer, Mr. Edward Jackson, read his

report, which was accepted, and ordered to be

printed.

The corporation then proceeded to ballot for

officers for the ensuing year, and the following

persons were unanimously re-elected :
—
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President— Samuel Eliot, LL.D.

Vice-President— John Cummiugs.

Treasurer— Edward Jackson.

Secretary— M. Anaguos.

Trustees— Joseph B. Griover, J. Theodore Heard, M. D.,

Edward N. Perkins, Henr}' S. Russell, Samuel M. Qulncy,

Samuel G. Snelling, James Sturgis and George W. Wales.

The meeting was then dissolved, and all in

attendance proceeded, with the invited guests, to

visit the various departments of the school and

inspect the premises.

M. a:n^ag]^os,

Secretary.
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REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES.

Perkins Ixstitutiox and Mass. School for the Blind,

South Boston, Oct. 1, 1885.

To the Me:mbkus of the Corporation.

Gentlemen and Ladies :— We have the honor

to present to you, and, through you, to the legis-

lature of the commonwealth, the fifty-fourth an-

nual report, briefly showing the progress and

condition of the institution under our charge for

the financial year ending Sept. 30, 1885.

1. The number of pupils keeps on steadily in-

creasing at a moderate rate, the quarterly reports

of the director presenting always very nearly the

same figures. The total number of blind inmates

of the institution is 172. Of these 141 are pupils,

the boys outnumbering the girls by only five. The

remaining 31 are teachers, workmen and employes

of the institution. The number of applicants for

admission this term has been larger than ever

before, the accommodations, in the cottages, for
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girls being taxed to their utmost capacity. In-

deed of late years more girls enter, and more girls

graduate, than boys.

The health of the inmates, with few and slight

exceptions, has been excellent. Twice during the

year there have been a few cases of measles, in a

mild form, mostly among the youngest girls. The

little patients were promptly placed in the city

hospital, where they all recovered with the excep-

tion of one, who, while convalescing, was attacked

by membranous croup of a severe form and died,

much lamented by pupils and teachers. All pos-

sible care has been used during these past years

to perfect the drainage and the ventilation of the

several buildings, to ensure pure air and whole-

some diet, and to offset sedentary class-work with

frequent, timely, well regulated and attractive exer-

cise both indoors and in the open air. The gen-

eral cheerfulness and happiness of the children,

both in their studies and their recreation, have done

much to keep up the high standard of health.

2. The School—
the main object of the institution— has shown

better work and finer fruits than ever before,

—

and this is saying much. In its whole morale and

spirit, in its methods and achievements, it has

continued in the same line of steady and consistent

progress and improvement— shall we say develop-

ment f It would seem that, by long and earnest
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seeking and experiment, the secret of true method

has at last been found here, and needs only to be

applied as faithfully as it has been of late years to

ensure the true reward. It consists iu careful

adaptation of the schooling to the individual bent,

capacity, wants, temperament, etc., of each single

pupil; in broad field and variety of topics; in

studies, conversations, exercises that enlarge the

mind, engage the heart, build up the character, and

inspire unselfish motives with the love of knowl-

edge, while they bi'ing the blind practically more

and more upon a level with the seeing. In all this,

of course, ohject-teachmg plays an important part,

and from the kindergarten upwards. The cabi-

nets of mineralogy, natural history, anatomical

models, and mechanic arts, growing more and

more complete under the watchful lookout and

shrewd purveyance of the director, are doing here

almost as much for education as are the rapidly

increasing stores of books in the raised type.

Fingers are eyes for both. And the appliances

for the study of geography, in a way that im-

presses it wonderfully upon the memory, the

beautiful raised maps of all parts of the globe,

especially the dissecting maps (made in the in-

stitution), taken apart and reconstructed, and de-

scribed without seeing, excite the admiration of all

who witness the marvellous proficiency of the aver-

age blind pupil in a branch of knowledge of which

most men are so ignorant.
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For these gratifying results the pupils and

friends of the blind cannot be too grateful to the

well-selected corps of discreet, tenderly devoted,

energetic teachers, mostly women, which it has

been the rare good fortune of the school for years

past to possess. They, under the wise, paternal,

comprehensive oversight of the director, certainly

have done all that could be required of good and

faithful servants. ]!!^aturally changes in the com-

position of the body have occurred from year to

year; one or more, once in a little while, must

with regret be parted with, but the place has

been always soon and well supplied. The most

permanent among the teachers are, for obvious

reasons, those who themselves are blind. By
a singular fatality, owing to a concurrence of

purely personal necessities, the school opens the

new term deprived of most of the valued teach-

ers of the past year, imposing a very difficult and

delicate task upon the director to make good their

places. This, it is believed, however, has been

done, and with the engagement, for the first time,

of a male head teacher in the boys' department,

where the responsibility has been growing more

and more onerous.

We do not think we overestimate the progress

that has been made. The personal observation

of members of this board, m their repeated (often

unexpected) visits to the class rooms, has never

failed to find it. The increasing eagerness of wit-
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iicsscs fi'om the -whole neighborhood, as well as

strangers from a distance, every Thursday morn-

ing, shows how attractive and impressive its mani-

festations have become. And, above all, the annual

commencement exercises (as they have now earned

the right to be called) held before an immense

audience, attentive to the end of a long and varied

programme, m Tremont Temple, June 2, and hon-

ored by the presence and the cheering eloquence

of his Excellency, Gov. Robinson, and by the

tender and mspiring w^ords of Dr. Eliot, the pres-

ident of our corporation, on presenting the di-

plomas to the four young lady graduates, gave as

palpable, convincing proof, as any tw^o hours'

resnme of studies and acquirements can give of

the sincerity, the thoroughness, the broad catho-

licity of culture which is helping these blind girls

and bo3's to become useful, intelligent, true men

and women. We need not rehearse the pro-

gramme, which w^as essentially of the usual char-

acter and afforded constant pleasure and surprise.

The most interesting feature of the whole was the

practical illustration given by the little children

of the methods of the kindergarten; modelling

in clay, and embroidery, etc., at separate tables,

before the eyes of all, Avith deft facility, and some-

times quite amusing originality of design, during

the pathetic, cogent, quickening appeal of Rev.

Edward A. Horton in behalf of the poor blind

children, exposed from inflxncy to evil influences
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and dangers, and their right to all the counteract-

ing good wherewith all the means and appliances

of the best appointed separate kindergarten can

surround them.

And this brings us to the most important event

of the past year, and the most important problem,

the question to be solved next in this so far ad-

vanced course of education.

3. The Kindergakten for the Blind.

The need of a special kindergarten, or prepar-

atory infant school for little sightless children

below the age .of nine, to fit them to enter upon

the higher course in a condition properly to avail

themselves of its advantages, has long been felt

to be of the first urgency. By earnest appeals in

every form and on all fit occasions, by our inde-

fatigable director especially, and by many able

public orators and writers, a great interest has

been awakened in the subject. Wealthy friends

have contributed generously of their means. The

press, both secular and religious, has in the most

liberal, disinterested manner, kept the movement

conspicuously before its readers. The pupils of

the institution, with a tender interest in the welfare

and salvation of their helpless younger brothers

and sisters, have in a touching manner, clubbed

together their little means and talents, musical,

industrial, and social, holding fairs and giving con-

certs, to eke out the slowly growing fund. Even
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Laura IJridgman lias been instant in sympathy and

delicate cooperation. Among the larger contri-

butions were the proceeds of the fiiir held in the

house of Mrs. J. Huntington Wolcott, amounting

to |1,G12.89; the munificent gift from a Boston

lady of 15? 10,000; and the subscription of $5,000 by

an anonymous friend of the blind. Enough money

has been raised to warrant the first step in the

enter})rise: the purchase, at a cost of $30,000, of

the Hyde estate in Koxbury, near Jamaica Pond.

It is a beautiful site of more than six acres,

—

large enough not only for the two cottages,

school rooms and offices of the kindergarten, but

even for the Perkins Institution itself, should it be

found expedient at some future time to seek for it

a better location than the present one. The place

is central, healthy, easy of access. The work 01

excavation for the foundation of a new, commodi-

ous building has begun, but with slow progress on

account of the immense mass of ledge to be re-

moved. This postpones the prospect of completion

and equipment into the next year. This we have

called the event of the year. But it is only the

first step— a most important step— toward the

" consummation so devoutly to be wished." The

purchase money, together with the great expense

of removing the ledge, and of erecting the first

building (on the most economical estimate, — the

architect contributing the plans out of sympathy

with "the cause"), will exhaust the last dollar of
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the fund already raised, and liberal subscriptions

are still needed to put the establishment in work-

ing order and enable the school to live and to

expand. The pleasing sight of such an infant

school there, palpable and real, will, it is hoped, in-

spire the generous intentions of many more friends

of childhood and the blind.

4. The Finan^ces,

it will appear by the report of the treasurer, have

been wisely and economically managed. The ac-

counts are kept in the form which is used by large

institutions and corporations. The auditors exer-

cise careful supervision over all receipts and dis-

bursements and scrutinize every item of expense.

The treasurer's exhibit, taking the formula of last

year's report, may be summarized as follows:—
Cash in baud Oct. 1, 1884, $20,GG8 69

Total receipts from all sources duriug the year

(including collections of payable notes), . 112,352 75

$133,021 44

Total expenditure and investments, . . . 131,010 42

Balance, $2,011 02

5. Repairs axd Improvements.

These have been strictly limited to what seemed

absolutely necessary for the preservation of the

buildings and the safety and comfort of the house-

hold. The sinking floor of the rotunda has been
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strcngtliencd and put in good condition. The din-

ing room of the little boys has been thoronghly

renovated; and the decayed floor and frame of a

portion of the piazza have been replaced. These

all relate to the main building, which is getting

old.

G. Printing for the Blind.

Our presses have been at work with imrelaxing

steadiness and vigor. The following new books

have been added to our list of publications in

raised type during the past year:—
1. Nine of "Emerson's Essays," with a memo-

rial tribute by Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

2. '" Heidi,— a story for Children and those

who love Children," translated from the German

of Johanna Spyri by Mrs. Louise Brooks, in two

volumes.

3. Walter Scott's "Quentin Durward" in two

volumes.

4. " What Katy Did," by Susan Coolidge,—
printed at the expense of one of the best friends

and constant benefactors of the blind, Miss Sarah

B. Fay.

5. Selections from the poetical works of Dr.

Oliver Wendell Holmes, with the following dedi-

cation, written expressly by the genial author for

this edition :
—
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"Dear friends, left darkling in the long eclipse

That veils the noonday,— you whose finger-tips

A meaning in these ridgy leaves can find

Where ours go stumbling, senseless, helpless, blind,

This wreath of verse how dare I offer you

To whom the garden's choicest gifts are due ?

The hues of all its glowing beds are ours, —
Shall you not claim its sweetest-smelling flowers ?

Nay, those I have I bring you, — at their birtli

Life's cheerful sunshine warmed the grateful earth
;

If my rash boyhood dropped some idle seeds,

And here and there you light ou saucy weeds

Among the fairer growths, remember still

Song comes of grace and not of human will

:

We get a jarring note when most we tr}'.

Then strike the chord we know not how or why :

Our stately verse with too aspiring art

Oft overshoots and fails to reach the heart.

While the rude rhyme one human throb endeais

Turns grief to smiles and softens mirth to tears.

Kindest of critics, ye whose fingers read,

From Nature's lesson learn the poet's creed

;

The queenly tulip flaunts in robes of flame.

The waj^side seedling scarce a tint may claim.

Yet may the lowliest leaflets that unfold

A dew-drop fresh from heaven's own chalice hold."

6. Kingsley's Greek Heroes, in one volume.

7. Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter, in two volumes.

We have in press Shakespeare's Romeo and

Juliet and King Henry Fifth.

The fruits of the " Howe Memorial Press " are

multiplying and becoming more and more useful
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and important from year to year. They serve not

only as an exhanstless source of comfort and en-

jo3'mcnt to many a sightless person, but as a

constant invitation and incitement to study and

self-culture. Among other advantages, those who

employ their fingers in reading regulai'ly, learn at

the same time to spell correctly.

7. The Workshop eor Adults,

while it is of great utility in furnishing employ-

ment to so many meritorious blind persons, and

while the quality of its work has always proved

entirely satisfactory to its patrons, still shows no

improvement in its receipts. The loss is about the

same as nsnal. Honesty and thoroughness are the

governing principles in all the business transac-

tions of the shop, and on the strength of these

we ask increase of patronage.

Expenditures for the j^ear, ..... $16,793 73

Receipts for the year, . . $14,583 33

Increase of stock and debts due, . 1,817 91

10,401 24

§392 49

Thus the cost of carrying on the workshop, over

and above the receipts, has been $392.40. The

loss to the treasury of the institution, compared

with that of the previous year, has been decreased

by $374.47.
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In spite of this or any other small deductions,

looking over the whole field of its educational and

industrial activities, we are tempted to say, in the

honest words of the director, in one of his quar-

terly reports to this board,—

" The institution, in all its appointments, its accommoda-

tions, its educational appliances, its facilities for thorough

instruction in all branches of study, as well as in music and

industrial pursuits, its wholesome discipline and high moral

influence, presents a combination of advantages not surpassed

if equalled b}' any establishment of its kind in the world."

The last word of this, as of each preceding

report, must be in a sadder key.

8. Death of Membeks.

Since the last annual meeting of this corpora-

tion, fourteen more of its valued members have

died. The list includes Mrs. Samuel Cabot, Sen.,

Dr. Samuel Cabot, Alfred A. Childs, Mrs. Samuel

T. Dana, George P. Denny, A. B. Arnold of Provi-

dence, Dr. Robert W. Hooper, Dr. Edward Jarvis^

John C. Phillips, Mrs. M. B. Sigourney, Charles

W. Slack, J. H. Tingue of Seymour, Conn., Or-

lando Tompkins, and James H. Weeks.

Mr. Phillips had, for two years, done excellent

service as a member of the board of trustees.

Dr. Jarvis, one of the genuine philanthropists of

Massachusetts, was an old friend of the institution
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and of Dr. Howe. Twice, during the absence of

the latter, he served as superintendent pro tem-

pore. He was also associated with Dr. Howe in

the school for feeble-minded children, and in otlier

beneficent works. A man of singular sweetness

of character, able and enlightened, he Avas ani-

mated by that public spirit which characterized so

many of the noted men of the past and passing

generation.

All which is respectfully submitted by

FRANCIS BKOOKS,
JOIIX S. DWIGHT,
JOSEPH B. GLOVER,
J. THEODORE HEARD,
EDWARD N. PERKINS,

HENRY S. RUSSELL,
SAMUEL M. QUINCY,

LEVERETT SALTONSTALL,
SAMUEL G. SNELLING,
JAMES STURGIS,

GEORGE W. WALES,
JOHN E. WETIIERBEE,

Trustees.
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THE KEPORT OF THE DIRECTOR.

"^ExOpov de not idriv

AvTiZ api%r)X(jOi Eipiyxeva /.ivOoXoyevsiy."

Homer.

To THE Board of Trustees.

Gentlemen : — Whenever I begin to write an

annnal report, I am instinctively reminded of the

above line of the Grecian bard, which in Pope's

adaptation is thus interpreted, —

" What so tedious as a twice told tale?"

Yet, in the language of Shakespeare, " custom

calls me to 't" again; and I must obey its behest,

and " do what it wills."

The year just closed has been very prosperous

and successful in ever}'- respect. Good order and

earnest endeavor have been its principal character-

istics. Thorough work has been accomplished in

each of the departments of the institution, and an

excellent degree of progress has been attained in

all.

The teachers and officers have been faithful and

diligent in the discharge of their respective duties.

The pupils have been orderly and attentive to their
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work, and have made commendable advancement

in their studies and other occupations. Most of

them give evidence of fair mental capacity, and of

aptitude for learning and improvement.

Yisitoi'S to the school, who examine its methods

of instruction and training, and notice the home-

like a[)peai-ance of all its surroundings, bear cheer-

ful testimon}^ to the uncommon educational advan-

tages afforded here, and to the air of neatness and

harmony which pervades every part of the institu-

tion.

The citizens of Massachusetts have reason to

regard this school with pleasure and pride, since

its relative standing with kindred establishments

and its past history and present condition, all com-

bine to give it a high reputation and an enviable

character not only on this continent, but all over

the civilized world.

Good as this record is, however, there must of

necessity be points where improvements could still

be effected, and these should be constantly kejit in

view, with the determination to diminish them to

the smallest number, and to reduce them to the

lowest possible degree. Only the consciousness of

imperfections, and the earnest desire to discover

and to remedy them, lead to the highest advance-

ment.
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Number of Inmates.

" Heaven, yet populous, retains

Numbers sufficient to possess her realms."

Milton.

At the beginning of the past year, the total

namber of blind persons connected with the insti-

tution in its various departments as pupils, teach-

ers, employes, and workmen and women, was 166.

There have since been admitted 16; 10 have been

discharged, making the present total number 172.

Of these, 153 are in the school proper, and 19 in

the w^orkshop for adults.

The first class includes 141 boys and girls enrolled

as pupils, 9 teachers and other officers, and 3

domestics. Of the j^upils there are now 134 in

attendance, 7 being temporarily absent on account

of feeble health or from other causes.

The second class comprises 19 men and women,

employed in the industrial department for adults.

The number ofapplicants for admission is steadily

increasing, but our facilities for the accommodation

of new pupils, especially in the girls' department,

are very inadequate. In fact, they have reached

their utmost limit. Every nook and corner in the

four cottages has already been utilized, and, while

there is no possibility of adding to their capacity,

there are several eligible candidates waiting to fill

any vacancies which may occur either by gradu-
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ation or otlKTwise. This problem is Ijecomiiig very

serious and perplexing, and the most feasible and

satisfiictory solution of the difficulty would be to

erect a building on our new estate in Koxbury as

soon as practicable, and provide therein room and

the means of instruction and training for all girls

under fourteen years of age.

Health of the Household.

" My mind to me an empire is,

While grace affordeth health."

Southwell.

The past year has been marked by general good

health. Of the various epidemic diseases,— which

were very prevalent in the city and the neighboring

towns,— only the measles invaded one of the de-

partments of the institution, that of the girls, early

in April, and eight of the pupils were taken ill with

the disorder at different times. Thanks to the

managers of the city hospital, most of the little

patients w ere placed there, and received proper

treatment. They all recovered and returned to

their work, save one, Maud Elliott of Pi-etty Marsh,

Maine, who, while convalescing, was attacked by

membranous croup of a malignant character, and

died in less than twenty-four hours after the mortal

malady set in, deeply lamented both by pupils and

teachers.

AVith this exception, the health of the household
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has been exceedingly good, l^o accidents or cases

of severe illness of any kind have occurred.

I avail myself of this opportunity again to ex-

press my hearty appreciation and grateful acknowl-

edgments to the superintendent of the city hospital,

Dr. George H. M. Rowe, and his assistants, for the

readiness with which they received those of our

children whom we were obliged to send to them,

and for the excellent care and friendly attention

which they have bestowed upon them with such

unfailing kindness.

The department for contagious diseases con-

nected with that institution is a blessing to the

poor and laboring classes, and a very important

factor in the general health of a city like ours,

where, for the sake of economy, large numbers of

people are herded together in immense tenement

houses, all to breathe the same foul air, and all

equally exposed to the incursion of epidemics.

Besides affording the means of skilful treatment

and nursing to the sufferers and great relief to

many a distressed household, this department of

the city hospital removes the seeds of infection

from the propagating hotbeds of pestilence, thus

impeding their germination, and serves to check

its expansion and to prevent its spread. For these

reasons the steps already taken by the proper

authorities to increase the capacity of this branch

of beneficence and improve its efficiency, are

praiseworthy and merit public commendation. At
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the same lime let us hope that the enterprise will

soon receive due consideration from our philan-

thropic citizens in all its bearings, and that private

munificence will not be slow in supplementing

municipal appropriations and aiding to bring it to

a state of completeness, both as regards the size

of its accommodations and its internal arrange-

ments for separation and isolation.

Chaxges in the Stafp of Assistants.

" Life is arched with changing skies."

Wm. AVinter.

The policy of this institution has ever been to

select its officers and employes with sole reference

to their qualifications, unbiased by any other con-

sideration; and it has been its good fortune to

retain their services for long periods. Each year

there have been so few changes in the stall' of

assistants as to be scarcely perceptible. Thus the

efficiency and usefulness of our instructors were

constantly growing, since the good natural abilities

and the large and varied attainments which they

had originally possessed were steadily enhanced

by the consummate skill which experience alone

can give.

I am exceedingly sorry to report, that this chain

of familiar faces was somewhat broken at the close

of the last school session, and that several of its
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links have had to be replaced. As Longfellow

expresses it,

" Nothing that is can pause or stay."

Early in the spring Miss Julia R. Oilman, who

was absent on leave, notified me, that, as the con-

tinuance of her participation in the management

of her sister's school was deemed indispensable,

she was obliged to ask to be released from the

agreement to resume her usual duties with us this

autumn. Miss Olive A. Prescott, who, as a sub-

stitute, proved to be an excellent teacher and a

most unselfish and tireless helper, was compelled

by the sudden death of her father in June last to

withdraw from our work and to stay at home and

administer his affairs. Miss Etta S. Adams and

Miss Frances B. Winslow resigned at the end of

the term, the former to take care of an aged

mother who is in feeble health; and Miss Marian

A. Hosmer's connection with the institution was

only temporary, and, according to previous mutual

understanding, was to terminate on the first of

July.

The vacancies thus created have been filled by

the appointment of Mr. Jay M. Hulbert, a grad-

uate of Dartmouth college, as principal teacher in

the boys' department; Miss Annie K. Oifford and

Miss Harriet D. Burgess, both graduates of the

state normal school at Bridgewater; and Miss

Anna S. Low, a graduate of the state normal
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school at Westfield. Miss Frances B. Winslow

has kindly consented to continne her labors with

the boys' kindergarten classes for three months,

and to initiate her successor in the details of

Froebel's system of training.

There have also occurred three changes in the

music department. Both Mr. Frank II. Kiibourne

and Miss Lucy A. Hammond have declined a

reelection, — the former to become a member of

a firm for selling pianofortes in this city, and the

latter to enter the matrimonial sanctum under the

guidance of a sightless mentor. About ten days

before the beginning of the present school term,

one of the music readers. Miss lola M. Clarke, in-

formed us that she was ill and unable to resume

her work. These places have been supplied by

the engagement of Mr. Elmer S. Hosmer, a talented

young man of good parts and a graduate of Brown

university; Miss Delia B. Upson, a graduate of

the New England conservatory; and Miss Daisy

S. Monroe of Waltham.

All of these new appointees give evidence of

suitable qualifications, and have entered upon their

allotted duties with an appreciation of their im-

portance, which promises much usefulness in their

respective positions.

Il^otwithstanding the unusually large number of

changes which have just taken place, it allbrds me
much pleasure to state, that the greater portion of

the corps of oflScers still consists of tried and
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faithful persons, who have devoted their lives and

energies to the advancement of the interests of the

institution and the welfare of the blind with ex-

emplary zeal and self-forgetfulness, and who con-

tinue to work and act, quietly and conscientiously,

without the stimulus of praise, the incitement of

profit, or the hope of glory. For each and all of

these I would bespeak the encouragement of your

confidence and support.

Scheme of Instructioj^ and Training.

" Ut sementem feceris, ita metes."

Cicero.

The system of education, which has been fully

described in previous reports, has been pursued

with steadiness, and, in general, with satisfactory

results. The main principles which enter into this

plan and constitute its framework, are substan-

tially the same as they were when adopted by the

great founder of the institution. Dr. Howe; but

constant improvements have been made in the

methods for carrying them out.

The branches embraced in the literary depart-

ment have been carefully taught and faithfully

learned. The study and practice of music have

continued to form an important part in the curric-

ulum of our school. Training in the handicrafts

has been as valuable an adjunct in our course of

instruction as ever; and the exercises both in the
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gymnasium and the play-ground liave been carried

on with reguhirity and with beneficent elFects to

the health and strength of the participants.

The chief aim and end sought in the prosecution

of this system is the complete development of the

several functions and powers of the mind and

body, and the efficient equipment of our pupils for

the fullest and freest activity.

A brief review of the operations of each of the

various departments of the institution during the

past year will help the reader to form some idea

of the amount and general character of the work

therein performed.

Literary Department.

" Learu to live, and live to learu,

Ignorance like a fire doth burn,

Little tasks make large return."

Ijavaud Taylor.

The object of this department is to extinguish

the fire of ignorance from amidst the children and

youth who come within its province, and to light

in its place that of knowledge and intelligence.

The returns gathered during the past year in

this field are larger than heretofore, and the

amount and value of the work accomplished by

both teachers and pupils is creditable to the skill

and fidehty of the former and to the industry and

application of the latter.

The main idea in our system of instruction has
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been to proceed according to the directions pointed

out by nature, and to keep constantly in view that

her maxim of training is " action."

Rousseau's suggestion, that " impressions on the

senses supply the first materials of knowledge,"

has received due attention, and teaching by means

of sensible objects has been a leading feature in

our school. Neither pains nor expense have been

spared in increasing our facilities and enriching

our collections of specimens and models for this

purpose, and most satisfactory have been the re-

sults already obtained.

But even this system,— though far in advance

of those in vogue, which are purely mechanical,

drilling the memory to the neglect of the under-

standing, and cramming the mind with confusing

rules and abstruse definitions without stimulating

thought,— seemed to have a tendency to formality

and routine. This was unmistakably the case

when practised by instructors brought up in the

traditions of the past, and wanting in the faculty

of inventiveness. Thanks to the ingenuity and

patient endeavor of some of our teachers, a new

element of vital importance has been introduced,

and thus a decided step forward has been taken.

Several classes of the younger children have been

led not only to handle tangible objects of various

kinds, as our pupils have always been taught to

do, examining them carefully and ascertaining

their qualities and characteristics,— but to make
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them. The impetus in this direction was chiefly

given by ihe n(lo})tion of the kindergarten j)h\n,

and the IVnits of this system in its adaptation to

the development of other studies, are clearly mani-

fest in the geographical, botanical, zoological and

anatomical models, which are prepared by those of

our scholars who have been trained under the in-

fluence of Froebel's methods. These models show

conclusively, that plastic clay and other pliable

materials, used discriminatingly as a means of

illustration, and most especially as an incentive to

creative thought, will prove more valuable and

potent in the instruction of the blind than a great

portion of the rubbish which is treasured in many

a text book.

I cannot refrain from observing in this connec-

tion, that, helpful and valuable as methods, proc-

esses and all other external auxiliaries are to the

teacher, his real power lies in himself, his person-

ality, his character, his spirit and his attainments.

An earnest, vigorous person, animated by high

aims and an enthusiastic devotion to his work,

deeply in love with any subject in which he has

steeped his own soul, will awaken something akin

to his own zeal in the minds of his pupils, kindle

within them a taste for learning, arouse their dor-

mant energies, call into exercise their dawning

faculties, impart to them of his own knowledge,

and incite them to independent research. Ilis
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method is simply his way of doing this. He does

not borrow it from others; he originates it.

If, as Bacon says in one of his essays, "reading

maketh a full man," the majority of our scholars

manifest an upward tendency toward fulness and

ripeness. They do not keep the tips of their

fingers rusty or idle. On the contrary, they em-

ploy them diligently in the perusal of embossed

publications of their own choice, not only on one

evening of the week, which is appropriated for this

purpose, but at all spare and unemployed times;

and they derive much pleasure and not a little

profit from the occupation. Of the character of

the books which are placed in the hands of our

pupils, and of the eagerness with which they seek

and use them, the following statement, written by

one of our teachers. Miss Mary C. Moore, will give

a fair idea :
—

" Subtilely but surely what we read becomes a part of our

inward life and reappears in our outward acts. "We read ; we

think ; we dream ; we do. Such is the sequence, and perhaps

the most difficult problem for educators today to solve is

:

How shall young people be kept from narcotics and deadly

poison in print?

"It iS' an immense relief to the teachers of the blind to know

that their pupils are absolutely cut off for nine months of the

year from the woful influence of inferior books. Our experi-

ence proves that a pure literary taste is cultivated with the

greatest ease by the simple expedient of supplying the children

with good books. The rapidly increasing library is the means
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to that long-dosircd cud. 'I'lir follDwiiiii; may scrvn to illustrate

this point :

—

\Vlicii tlif translation of ' Ilridi ' (for which lut

all children and all lovers of children ho grateful evermore)

appeareil, the book was read to a large class. When, a few

mouths later, ' Heidi ' was issued by the ' Howe Memorial

Press,' it was eagerly reread, and children, struggling through

their third and fourth readers in school, took 'Heidi' frcjiii

the library for the clear delight of reading it themselves. An

independent communion with the purest and best thought ;
—

this is the gift that the printing fnnd has bestowed upon the

blind of New England, and without doubt there is a steadily

growing appreciation of the blessing.

" In the realms of literature the blind have no limitations,

and ere long they will wander at will without a guide through-

out her fair domains. Historians will speak to them ;
— scien-

tists will show new wonders to their amazed understanding ;
—

they will walk on the heights with philosophers ; and rest in

the universal truths that poets alone can teach."

The library of the institution is gradually be-

coming a prominent factor in its educational work,

and a perennial source of learning, from which the

blind of Xew England are able to draw wisdom

and pleasure according to their several needs and

capacities. Our collection of books is growing in

size and improving in quality from year to year,

and will be rapidly converted into a vital force

available to all who are disposed to seek and enjoy

its blessings.
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Music Department.

" When griping grief the heart doth wound,

And doleful dumps the mind oppress,

Then music, with her silver sound,

With speedy help doth lend redress."

Shakespeare.

Music has continued to be taught here both in

theory as a science and in practice as an art, in a

thorough manner worthy of its real dignity and

true value, and has been studied not merely as an

accomplishment, or with a view to its usefulness as

a profitable profession solely, but as a means of

intellectual culture, aisthetic refinement and moral

development.

The teachers have discharged their I'espective

duties with due diligence and scrupulous care, and

the results of their efforts have been very satis-

factory.

The number of pupils who have received in-

struction in this department during the past year

was ninety-four. Of these, eighty have studied the

pianoforte; twelve, the cabinet and church organs;

twenty-four, harmony in four separate divisions

averaging six members each; mx, the violin; eight,

the clarinet; sixteen, brass instruments; eighty-

one have practised singing in classes, of which we

have five, and seventeen have received private les-

sons in vocal training.

The exercises of the normal -teaching classes
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have been carried on in a practical and most

thorough manner, and twenty-one of our advanced

students have participated in them with great

profit.

Our band has been drilled to a high degree of

efficiency, and has rendered excellent service both

in and out of the institution for many years past.

But instruction in brass and reed instruments is

not given solely for the purpose of maintaining a

group of i)ractised players for public occasions.

It aims also at the general musical culture and

the individual benefit of the scholars themselves.

There are several among them who are becoming

quite proficient on the cornet, the clarinet and the

baritone and alto horns. They are imder the tui-

tion of men who are noted in their profession both

as performers and as instructors, and they have

every incentive to strive to attain artistic mastery

in their respective instruments, and to use them

advantageously both in teaching and playing, when

they leave school and are thrown upon their own

resources. Efforts in this direction have in many

instances been attended wath most gratifying suc-

cess. The method wdiich they usually employ in

learning their lessons is very simple. They copy

the notes of a composition from dictation in the

Braille point system of musical notation, and then

they commit them to memory by means of reading

them over with their fin2:ers. Music so transci-ibed

remains their j ersonal pi'operty, and is carefully
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preserved for future reference. Thus their reper-

toire is ever increasing. Those of the young men,

who, after graduation, wish to establish themselves

at their native places or elsewhere either as work-

men, tuners of pianofortes, or teachers of music,

can have no better means of making themselves

generally known than by being able to play an

instrument acceptably in a church vestry, in a fair

or in the concert hall. In fact, the demands upon

our pupils for such service, even while they are

still in school, are inconveniently numerous.

Our collection of musical instruments of differ-

ent kinds has received several needed additions of

a minor character, and one of the concert grand

pianofortes, which has been in use for some time

past, has been exchanged for a new one.

Besides the uncommon advantages and facilities

for the study and practice of music with which our

pupils are favored at the institution, they have been

permitted to attend most of the best concerts given

in Boston, in which the works of the great masters,

Handel and Bach, Beethoven and Mendelssohn,

Schumann and Chopin, and of many others of a

recent date, interpreted by a complete and fine

orchestra and by eminent artists and well-drilled

choruses, inspire them with the sense of the high-

est power of music and its most sublime con-

ceptions, and reveal to them depths and heights

of elevated thought, of profound feeling, of noble

aspiration and of lofty imagination.
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For these numerous and most valuable opportu-

nities for musical culture and artistic relinement

which are alForded to our scholars in so generous

and munificent a spirit, our cordial thanks and

grateful acknowledgments are hereby tendered to

their kind friends and liberal benefactors, whose

names will be given in full elsewhere.

Tuning Department.

" It is the lark that sings so out of time,

Straiuiug harsh discords and unpleasiug sharps."

SlIAKKSPEARE.

As the links in the chain of the industrial occu-

pations of the blind are gradually broken one after

the other by the constant invention and use of

machinery and the division of labor, those avoca-

tions which still remain remunerative for them

in the midst of sharpest competition, should be

thoroughly cultivated and be made productive of

the greatest possible good.

The art of tuning pianofortes is one of the most

lucrative employments pursued by our graduates

at the present time, and the department devoted

to its study has continued to receive all the atten-

tion which its practical value and useful purposes

merit.

The instruction given in this department has been

thorough and systematic, and every facility has

been aflbrded to its recipients for steady practice

and efficient training.
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The contract for tuning and keeping in good

repair the pianofortes used in the public schools of

Boston has again been renewed for another year

on the same terms as the last. This is the ninth

time that the work of our tuners has received so

emphatic an approval and high recommendation

from the committee on supplies of the school board,

and we are most grateful to its members for it.

As an interesting illustration of the recognition

of the value of the training conferred in our tuning

department, mention may be made of the fact, that

there is an increasing confidence in the work of our

tuners all over 'New England and elsewhere, and

that none of them who is honorable in his conduct,

agreeable in his manners, honest in his dealings,

})rompt in his engagements, free from unclean

habits, and industrious at all times, is wanting

employment.

Technical Department.

" ' Labor is worship !
' — the robin is singing :

' Labor is worship !
'— the wild bee is ringing.

Listen ! that eloquent whisper upspringing,

Speaks to thj' soul out of nature's great heart."

Mrs. Osgood.

The importance of manual labor as the best means

for the moral perfection and prosperity of the indi-

vidual has been duly recognized in this institution

from the date of its foundation, and instruction in

handicraft has been combined organically with the

whole scheme of education, and has been made to
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support and coalesce witli all the other studies and

occupations pursued in the school.

Tn conCormity with the rules and regulations of

tile establishment, the pupils of both sexes have

spent a part of their time in their respective work-

rooms, where they have been trained by competent

and faithful teachers in various mechanic aits, and

a brief review of what has been accomplished in

each of the two branches of the technical depart-

ment of the institution seems to be in order here.

I. Worli'slwp for the Boys.

Under the diligent .direction and efficient super-

vision of Mr. John H. Wright, who, in his quiet

and unostentatious way, is rendering most valuable

service to the cause of the industrial and physical

education of the blind,— our boys have been trained

to use their hands dexterously, and have made satis-

factory progress in their work.

^o new trades have been introduced in this shop

during the past 3'ear; but the art ofmattress-making,

which, compared wath other mechanical employ-

ments, seems most profitable for the blind, received

special attention at the beginning of the present

school session. Mr. Walter H. Fiske, a young man

of earnest purpose and good ability, has been en-

gaged assistant teacher, with a view to devoting

most of his time to giving instruction in tliis l)ianch,

new machinery has been added, the loom has been

enlarged, and appliances have been provided for
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several apprentices to work simultaneously with

convenience and comfort.

In business, practice wisely and assiduously im-

proved, is the secret of success, and this fact we

are striving to impress upon the minds of our pupils

at all times and in every possible Avay.

II. Workrooms for the Girls.

These rooms are most of the time hives of indus-

try, and if our girls do not sing aloud " work is

happiness," they show it by their activity.

Besides sewing and knitting, both by hand and

machine, they have been taught to crochet and to

make hammocks, and a great variety of articles of

fancy and worsted woik, most of which are advan-

tageously disposed of at the weekly exhibitions.

Laura Bridgman spends a part of her time every

day with the girls, and it is very touching to see

her now threading the needle of some one with the

tip of her harmless tongue, now helping others to

take up dropped stitches, and always eager to be

of service to those who need assistance.

The articles sent to the exhibition, which was

held in Amsterdam, last August, in connection with

the Yth international congress of the instructors

and friends of the blind, were among the finest ever

made by our scholars, and they did great credit to

their skill and taste.

Both Miss Abby J. Dillingham, the principal

teacher, and her assistant, Miss Cora L. Davis, are
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and they take a deep interest and a commendable

pride in the excellence of their work. They are

constantly on the alert for introducing improve-

ments, and for opening new paths of usefulness to

those who are placed under their charge.

An Indian woman has been employed during

the past 3^ear to teach some of our girls the art of

making ftmcy baskets of different sizes and shapes

with fine strips of shavings colored in various tints,

and several of them have become proficient in it.

This was the third attempt which we have made in

this direction, and I am glad to say, that it proved

quite a success. The sole obstacle to the steady

and profitable practice of this handicraft by our

graduates lies in the difficulty of securing a reliable

and unfailing source of raw materials, which are at

present under the exclusive control of the Indians.

Department of Physical Training.

" To be strong

Is to be happy."

Longfellow.

A superstructure of intellectual achievement and

moral excellence can no more be reared upon the

foundations of an enervated and unsound body,

than a magnificent temple or a beautiful cathedral

can be securely built on shifting sands and decayed

timbers.

Hence any scheme of education which paj^s
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special attention to the training of the mind, and

fails to provide properly for the necessities of the

physical organism, is one-sided and faulty. It is

in direct opposition to the principles of physiology,

and is radically and fundamentally defective. The

development produced by its means is unsymmet-

rical, and will not yield the best results, l^o mat-

ter how clever and well informed an individual

may be, if his mental equipment has been acquired

at the expense of his material frame, he is sadly

weighted in running the race that is set before him,

and disaster sooner or later is very liable to over-

take him.

" The best brain," remarks Herbert Spencer, " is

found of little service, if there be not enough of

vital energy to work it, and hence to obtain the one

by sacrificing the source of the other is now con-

sidered a folly, a folly which the eventual failure of

juvenile prodigies continually illustrates."

Reason, experience and the testimony of science,

all combine to show, that the training of the body

and keeping it in good health and strength is a

condition sine qua non for the sanity and growth

of the indwelling mind.

But, if physical culture is so great a necessity

and indispensable factor in the education of seeing

persons, in that of the blind, whose infirmity is

unquestionably a positive hindrance to the free and

uninterrupted exercise of the muscular system, and
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very often undermines the Ixjdily powers, it is

demanded with tenfold force.

The importance of this fact has been fully recog-

nized in our school, and the roots of our system of

education are phmted in the gymnasium, where a

series of well chosen and beneficial exercises, con-

sisting of calisthenics, military drill, swinging,

vaulting, marching, climbing and the like, have

been regularly pursued under the direction of

experienced and competent teachers. With but

few exceptions, designated by our medical inspector

for good and sufficient cause, the pupils of both

sexes have devoted four hours per week to physical

culture by means of gymnastics.

The results of this training, blended with the

effects of the exercise which they are required to

take at intervals on the piazzas, the gallery, and

in their daily walks, are very conspicuous in the

development of bodily strength and elasticity, the

power of endurance, the grace of carriage, the

symmetry in growth, the vivacity in movement, and

the suavity in manners of the majority of the

participants.
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The Kindergarten and its Prospects.

" Because the suulight dances on the sea,

Which smiles beneath a blue unclouded sky
;

Because the little waves break joj'ously

And catch the rainbow tints that through them fly
;

Because our ship sails smoothly o'er the main,

With snow-white canvas and a favoring breeze :

Because the hearts on board feel naught of pain,

And tranquil days bring nights of dreamful ease
;

Because we fear no shipwreck or distress,

And sail secure from friendly port to port, —
Shall we believe each voyage like to this,

And, safe ourselves, give other ships no thought?"

Le 'Row.

All the children who embark in the voyage of

existence do not traverse the vast ocean of human

life on staunch and perfect ships, ^or do they

glide invariably on smiling waters beneath a blue,

unclouded sky. Far from it. On the contrary,

some of them sail on defective and unseaworthy

vessels in the midst of frowning darkness and sul-

len waves, and, with tattered sails or rudder gone,

and sailors disabled on the deck, are struggling

with the tempest, and oftentimes in danger of

becoming a hopeless wreck.

This is the case with the little sightless waifs

for whom we plead. The fragile craft which bears

these children, navigating under the rage of a

black storm through foaming surges and breaking

billows and surrounded by multifarious perils,

hoisted some time ago a signal of distress, and a
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thrilling- call lor lit-lp was sent ashore. Earnest

appeals on behalf of the tiny passengers were

repeatedly made to the community; and their

rescue became a public concern.

In order to fully understand the magnitude of

the allliction r)f little blind children among our

poorest classe;^, and to realize the immensity of the

disadvantages arising therefrom, let us look for a

moment at the educational and ji^sthetic benefits

derived fiom the sense of sight, and compare them

with the privations attendant upon its absence.

The chief part of all human learning is wi'ought

early in life. Childhood is the most valuable period

for formative purposes. Education is then carried

on unconsciously. Curiosity impels the senses to

activity, and the subsoil of the intellectual Acuities

is gradually cultivated. The outer Avorld affords

uncommon facilities for the best and simplest kind

of schooling. In the words of Pope,

—

" Unerring nature, still divinely bright,

One clear, inichauged and universal light,

Life, force, and beauty must to all impart,

At once the source, and end, and test of art."

]N'ature is always busy with children, and keeps

them in continual training. She opens before and

around them a gorgeous and ever changing pan-

orama, and from the first dawn of their intelligence

they are favored with an uninterrupted scries of

lessons of various kinds. The radiant sunshine
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glistening upon the leaves and on the impearled

gems of the morning dew, and playing in delicious

currents of warmth over the reeking earth; the

meadow spreading away under its golden flood and

rolling and rising in endless waves, bearing like

white-specked foam upon their crests a sea with here

and there a floating patch of crimson clover or

yellow haze of buttercups; the pastures clothed

with flocks; the crystalline founts springing up and

showering down amidst the clusters of the jasmine

and the rose; the forest with its coj^ious streamlets

and majestic trees; the stately pines uplifting their

fretted summits tij^ped with cones ; the oaks tossing

up their broad arms with a spirit and strength that

kindles the dawning pride and purposes of the

beholder; the hills climbing green and grand to the

skies, or stretching away in distance their soft blue,

smoky caps; the ranges of lofty mountains with

their " snowy scalps pinnacled in clouds; " the fiery

volcanoes belching forth awful flames with torrents

of ashes, and sending up volumes of curled and

solemn smoke; the brooks flowing through rocky

passes and among flowery creeks and nodding ferns,

and filling the woods with light; the rivers " pouring

slantwise the long defiles," or marching calmly to

the deep through sombre leafy screens and smiling

verdant vales; the giant ocean sparkling in glee or

swelling in anger and " leaping from rock to rock

in delicious bound;" the grandeur of the heavens,

bespangled with their Pleiades and with innumer-
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able other isles of li^ht piercing through the

mellow shade and glittering like a swarm of fire-

flies tangled in a silver braid,— all these, together

with the works of art and the inventions of human

ingenuity, aftbrd an ample iield for mental devel-

opment and moral culture to those who have eyes

and can see. They train their senses to keenness,

refine their taste, mould their habits, foster in them

a tendency toward the true and the natural, give

breadth and depth to the hopes and aspirations,

and strengthen the more manly qualities. Through

their silent influence the perceptions are ever at

work observing, comparing and contrasting, while

the sentiments, the imagination, the reason and the

conscience are undergoing a corresponding evolu-

tion, and a mastery is being won over every physical

power.

" Oue louk ou nature's opeu face

Should be enough to give her grace

To life and thought, to bid us be

More like herself as day l>y day

AVc journey through time's highway.

The nearest scene, the scene afar,

The twilight gleam, the twinkling star,

The shining of a crystal sea,

All these are joys whose blissful stay

Seems born to never fade away."

Many of the pages of this wonderful and most

instructive book of nature are blank to the blind.
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They have no means of access to its treasures, no

feasts over its contents. From the moment that

night, the " sable goddess, from her ebon throne,

in rayless majesty, stretches forth her leaden sceptre

over them " and draws her sullen curtain around

them, both the jewelled mantle of the sky with its

countless living sapphires, which she gathers around

her regal form, and the cheerful face of the young

Phoebus are vanished from their view, and ever-

during darkness falls precipitate over them. Their

horizon is completely veiled, and they can obtain

no distinct perception of the prodigious variety of

objects which lie beyond the radius which can be

spanned by the leugth of their own arms. As

Thomson exj^resses it,—
'

' At every step,

Solemn and slow, the shadows ])lacker fall,

And all is awful listening gloom around."

This barrier which exists between the mind of

the blind and the outer world, aside from depriving

them of one of the most prolific and unfailing

sources of instruction and joy, acts as a disturbing

force in the order of the development of the

different intellectual and moral faculties which go

to form character, undermines the vitality of their

bodily organization, and renders them as weak and

irresolute in thought as they are feeble and flabby

in fibre. Its effects, as seen in a large number

of individuals, are somewhat like those of light
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coming upon ii i)lant from one side only and caus-

ing it to grow crookt'il.

A system of broad and Hl)eral education, based

upon sound scientific principles and taking cogni-

zance of the physical peculiarities and psychological

I^henomena arising from the loss of sight, is the

only means which can counteract the influences of

the privation to which the blind are subject for life,

reduce its consequences to the minimum, and enable

its victims to rise superior to fortune and win

victory from adversity itself. Without this aid,

" Life would be a dreary load

Along a rough and weary road."

Unfortunately this blessing does not cover the

whole ground at present. As has been repeatedly

stated in these reports, there is in N^ew England

a large number of blind children from four to nine

years of age, who are deprived of the common

education of those who see. Their birthright to

regular and systematic instruction is wholly ignored

on account of their infirmity. There is no provision

of light to illumine their pathway and reveal to

them the many things that otherwise must lie hid-

den in darkness. They are allowed to grow under

the shadows of the most profound ignorance.

But, black as the landscape is, the background

is gloomier still. For most of these hapless human

beings are secluded in homes, which often are

comfortless and in some instances even vicious.
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and are allowed to vegetate like untamed creatures.

From the very nature of their calamity they are

doomed to idleness and inertia. Hedged in by

their affliction and by the dangers and privations

which beset their surroundings, they are without

occupation, and have nothing to incite them to

action and to aid them in receiving impressions or

information from the outside world. They are

shrouded from infancy in a ceaseless gloom that

has settled down like night upon them. They live

in a state of the most grievous destitution and

degradation. They waste away under the rust of

neglect, and not infrequently for the want of suffi-

cient food and raiment and proper care. Unnur-

tured, untaught and unhelped, they are fated to

grow like useless weeds in the swamps of misery

and the low lands of wretchedness.

" Meagre their looks,

Sharp misery hath worn them to the bones."

The tainted air which most of these unfortunate

human beings breathe in the foul tenements and

the dirty streets and filthy alleys of the larger cities,

is sapping their vitality, poisoning their blood, sow-

ing their bodies with the seeds of disease, or foster-

ing the germination of those maladies already

planted by inheritance, and rendering them unfit to

contend in the struggle for existence. Moreover,

their environment is pregnant with a variety of

pernicious influences, which stunt their natural
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growth, and produce such physical peculiarities,

intellectual distortions, and moral deformities as no

amount of skilful training in later years can remedy.

A gradual stupefiiction, which in some instances

steals over their minds, ends in feeble-mindedness

or hopeless imbecility. It is no hyperbole to say,

that the cradle is a curse to most of these children,

their life a series of troubles, their daily bread

eaten in tears.

" These miseries are more than may be borne."

But there is no doubt, that in the souls of these

chiklren there are the germs of some blossoms of

good and promise, which would open, if they

could only find sunshine and free air to expand

them. The light of truth and knowledge, of

honor and love, can be introduced into the minds

and hearts of these victims of affliction by means

of a thorough education ; and, by the aid of early

and efficient training, they can be rescued from

the very jaws of intellectual and moral darkness,

and made good, active, helpful and useful men

and women. As the primroses and violets lie in

ambush till the first warm breath of the sj^ring

bids them reveal themselves, so the minds of these

lowly waifs remain Ijuried in the sepulchre of

neglect and rust, waiting for the angel of kind-

ness and of benevolent generosity to roll ofl:' the

stone from the entrance to their prison, and to

call them forth to resurrection and life. Each one
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of them has powers within him which can be de-

veloped and brought to fruition, and it is of the

utmost consequence, that they should have a fair

opportunity to unfold their higher nature, and to

be so trained as to become self-supporting, and to

have in their own hands the means of earning an

honest livelihood.

" In each life however lowly,

There are mighty seeds of good.

Still we shrink from all appealing,

With a timid, ' if we could.'
"

In the early history of this institution. Dr. Howe
used to receive some children at the tenderest age

and educate them under its roof; but, owing to

the rapid growth of the establishment, this prac-

tice was necessarily discontinued many years ago,

and there is now no provision for them whatever,

either here or elsewhere. The result is, that our

school is sadly crippled for want of a prepatory

department, where the sightless waifs may be

kindly treated, parentally cared for, and methodi-

cally assisted to acquire under proper guidance

those elementary ideas which seeing children of

the same age obtain through their play and from

their use of the eye in observation.

In order to supply this fundamental and indis-

pensable step in the ladder of the education of

the blind, a kindergarten school, where all the

little sightless waifs can be at once removed from
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and ])Iace(l under suitable cai'c and lionie-Iike

inllueiiee, is absolutely needed aud imperatively

demanded.

This infant institution should be, in all its

domestic ai-rangcments and educational appoint-

ments, a complete and sunny nursery, in which

the germinating iticulties and budding powers of

early childhood shall be skilfull}' drawn out and

properly developed and directed into their legiti-

mate channels of activity,— and Froebel's system

of education, which is most admirably adapted to

the condition, special wants and peculiar require-

ments of the blind, should rule snpreme in this

new establishment, and be the alpha and omega

in its methods of training.

This wonderful system is the true starting-point

on the royal road of learning, and is nnapproacha-

ble as an ethical and educational agent. It is

rational in its essence, broad in its principles,

natural in its methods, rich in its resonrces, and

boundless in its humanity. Through its benign

influence the sombre and lowering clouds of

dismal empiricism and stiiT formality are lined

Avith the silver streaks of thoughtful science and

cheerful naturalness, and the tiny human beings

who are fortnnate enough to be placed nuder it

grow and flourish as steadily as the plants spring

up and thrive in a fertile soil under the genial

warmth of the sun and the dew of heaven. Bv a
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graduated series of plays and gifts, of exercises

and occupations, of singing and merriment, the

children are unconsciously led to observe atten-

tively, to perceive correctly, to listen intelligently,

to apprehend readily, to think spontaneously, to

acquire accurate notions of things, to express

themselves clearly, to gain bodily activity and

manual dexterity, and to cultivate a taste for

labor, an appreciation of beauty and a love for

truth and goodness, which form the groundwork

of industrial, aesthetic, and moral education. Hap-

piness, self-reliance, helpfulness, confidence, self-

forgetfulness, improvement in health, development

of the ideas of number and form, nice discrim-

ination, and habits of neatness and cleanliness, of

kindness and courtesy, of order and industry, all

these develop fully and freely under the kinder-

garten system. Here the dumb needs of the

children are met, their blind energies directed,

their unasked questions answered in anticipation,

their groping fingers clasped in a firm yet tender

hand and guided to tasks which reward the labor

of learning, and thus the pupil grows in faith and

hope as he ripens in experience and wisdom.

Here, while the senses are sharpened, the mental

faculties unfolded, and the tissues of the physical

structure invigorated, the intellect is built up high

with knowledge, the doors to productive force and

creative power are unfastened, and the moral
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rouiulalions oC llic charac'tci' are; laid deep in liie

heart.

Of the great and lasting benefits of the kinder-

garten with sj)eeial reference to the case of the

blind we have so ample a j)i'oof and convincing

testimony in facts, that we need not waste many

words. Dnring the past live years Froebel's sys-

tem has been introduced and practised in our

school, and its results have been truly marvellous.

Pupils Avhose foculties had been weakened and

enervated by unwise indulgence or benumbed by

the frost of privation, and who, sinking gradually

into sluggishness and idiocy, were averse even to

locomotion, and unable so much as to tie the

strings of their shoes, have been reclaimed, and

have made remarkable progress. Boys and girls

who seemed entirely helj^less, and had no com-

mand whatever of their hands, have been aroused

to energy and activity through its ministry. More-

over, its progressive spirit has penetrated into

every class-room, creeping silently into the thoughts

of every teacher, and thus some of the lingering

shadows of past methods have been touched by

the brightness of the coming morning.

For the establishment and endowanent of a sepa-

rate kindergarten and primary school for little

sightless children, around which cluster so many

hopes and reasonable expectations for the future

welfare and prosperity of the blind, a movement

was inaugurated in 1882, and it has been carried
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on- ever since with unrelaxed energy and unyield-

ing firmness.

This enterprise, born of pure benevolence and

nursed in the earnest desire of carrying the lamp

of intellectual and moral light to those who are

denied the splendor of heaven and the beauties of

external nature, has no selfish purpose in contem-

plation. It aims at the deliverance of all classes of

sightless children, regardless of race, color, creed

or condition. Its benefits are to be extended all

over iSTew England, from the darkest and most

joyless tenement houses in the city to the dreariest

and most remote hamlets in the country. Its im-

portance in a philanthropic and educational, as

well as in an economic and social point of view, is

too evident to need demonstration or argument.

Like some towering mountain-peak, it is imjores-

sive from whatever side it is approached. Pre-

sented in its true light, developed with proper

energy, maintained with unfailing perseverance,

and imbued with the spirit of reliance upon its

own inherent goodness and upon the fair-minded-

ness of the community, the project has commended

itself to the feelings and to the judgment of our

fellow-citizens, and has received that degree of

public attention, which is a sure pledge of suc-

cess. The call for aid in its furtherance was as

swift in reaching many a wise head and tender

heart,
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•* As is a wingetl messeugor from heaven,

Wlu'ii hi; l)estri(h'.s the h»zy, pacing ohnids,

Ami sails uixjii the l)Os<jni of the air."

The devotion of our pupils to the proposed

kindergarten has continued to be as ardent as

ever, and their zeal for the promotion of its in-

terests and the fruition of its promise has been

truly unparalleled. They have consecrated them-

selves afresh solemnly to its work. They have

labored incessantly, in season and out of season,

to keep the enterprise before the public, and to

enlist the cooperation of those who have the

stewardship of riches, in its behalf. They have

omitted oi* left undone nothing which could be

of service to the cause of their tiny sisters and

brothers in misfortune. The difficulties in their

way seemed innumerable and almost dishearten-

ing ; but they seized upon the girdle of Hercules

with admirable alacrity. Concerts, entertainments,

exhibitions and personal appeals have been resorted

to in succession ; and there is ample proof, that

they have not failed of their purpose. Feebly as

the little fingers have struck and played on the

master-chord of beneficence, whose enchanting

music has been so often heard in our community,

they have drawn forth tones of cordiality and

good will, which encouraged and bade them con-

tinue their course unswervingly. The icicles of

indifference melted away under the rays of the

sun of earnestness and determination.
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Sparks of genuine enthusiasm, thrown out from

the souls of these little laborers, fell into the wide

circle of the community at large, and lighted living

fires in many helpful and feeling hearts. The

sympathy of children and youth, as well as of

grown persons, was generally aroused, and their

hands were stretched forth in aid. Seldom has

a movement appealed so strongly to the current

of popular feeling. The poor from the rude bench

of toil, the rich from their velvet cushions of ease

and affluence, the strong and healthy from the

field of their occupations, the lame and invalid

from the depths of their imprisonment, all vied

with one another for the opportunity of rendering

the lives of their little blind friends more bright.

The methods adopted by all these kind helpers

to raise money for the benefit of the kindergarten

were both numerous and very fruitful, and they

were only exceeded in touching interest by in-

stances of self-sacrificing generosity on the part of

those poor little ones who had but a " mite " to

give. The exemplary readiness and pleasure with

which one of our sightless girls parted with a

portion of her Christmas presents in order to con-

tribute them to the tables of the bazaar organized

and carried out by her schoolmates was matched

by the precious offering of a very little fellow, a

pupil of the Cottage place kindergarten, who,—hav-

ing attended a fair held for the benefit of our infant

school and not having a single penny to bestow,—
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sent his top, the only phiytliing' of" his possession,

to be given to one of the younger boys of this

institution. Such deeds, prompted by the instincts

of true phihmthropy,— which is the best leaven

for the heavy dough of human selfishness, — are

more than pathetic and significant ; they are

almost heroic, and carry in themselves the ele-

ments of a hallowed future.

" There tliey stand,

Shining in order like ii living hymn

"Written in light."

It is impossible to give a detailed narrative here

of the ways and means devised by the children and

their coadjutors during the past year in Boston and

various other cities and towns, for the purpose ot

obtaining substantial support for the kindergarten,

as well as of the results accruing therefrom, and

we must refer the reader to the accounts of the

treasurer, where will be found a complete list of

the names of the contributors to the fund, and of

the amounts received from each and all sources.

The results of these efforts, rich as they were in

sympathy and kindness and good will, and in

touching incidents of self-sacrifice, were insufficient

in a pecuniary point of view, however, and the

prospect of investing the enterprise with a tangible

form seemed rather remote. But to the steady

stream of the offerings of the people of moderate

circumstances, which could scarcely rise above the
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rocks and stones of the brook-bed, was added the

current of a few large donations, which swelled it

in volume and increased the force and rapidity of

its course.

The proceeds of the fair held in the autumn by

Mrs. J. Huntington Wolcott in her house, amount-

ing to $4,612.89, were the first copious spring,

which was turned into this stream of beneficence.

Under the auspices of this noble lady and most

devoted friend to the cause of the blind, Mrs.

Francis Brooks and a group of young ladies of

unbounded philanthropy and high social distinc-

tion, labored most assiduously to achieve what

proved a grand success.

A few months later a most munificent gift of

$10,000 was sent to us by a Boston lady, whose

name is withheld from the public ken in compli-

ance with her wishes, but it will be indelibly

engraved in the hearts of scores of sightless chil-

dren and their helpers. This was truly a royal

present, and all the more precious, because it was

wholly voluntary and unsought. Who shall come

after this queen of benevolence? Such an example

of princely liberality is indeed rare. But why
should it be so? Are there no others in our com-

munity, who might, with no sacrifice of comfort,

give an equal amount of money, thus following

with steady footsteps in the celestial track of gen-

erosity? Can it be true, that the sensibilities of

the great majority of the knights of wealth are so
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hardened by the g'l-eed for accumulation as to ren-

der them utterly indillercnt to the woes of .sufferin*;-

humanity? But,

" That man may last, Imt novcM- lives,

Who much receives, hut nothing gives ;

Whom none can love, whom none can thank,

Creation's blot, creation's blank."

The receipt of the above-named donations, as

well as those of Miss Ann Wigglcsworth, Mrs.

Sarah S. Russell, Mr. Francis Brooks, and several

others, to which we cannot refer without feelings

of the deepest gratitude and the most profound

reverence, enabled us to come to a definite conclu-

sion with regard to the purchase of a suitable lot

of land for the establishment of the kindergarten.

Honor and praise to the wisdom and foresight of

all the members of the committee in chai-ge of this

project, but especially to the energy and sagacity

of their indefatigable chairman, Mr. Samuel G.

Snelling,— whose cordial sympathy and noble en-

thusiasm for the cause of the blind, are among the

strongest forces in its advancement, the negotiations

in this direction were conducted to a successful

issue. The Hyde estate in Roxbury was secured

for thirty thousand dollars, and thus the founda-

tions of the infant institution were laid deep and

broad on a solid rock.

This site comprises a tract of six acres and

thirty rods of land, and is most eligible in every
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way. It is only three miles and a half distant from

the city hall, and very accessible both by steam

railroad trains and horse cars, the latter passing in

front of it. The grounds are high and dry, and

the entire vicinity is most healthful and desirable

for the growth of such an institution as we intend

planting there. Allowing sufficient space for a

group of eight commodious cottages,— each sep-

arate from the others and calculated to accommo-

date from thirty-five to forty persons,— and also for

a central or administration building, large enough

to contain school and music rooms, a library and a

hall, offices and a museum, workshops and a gym-

nasium, there will be ample room left for extensive

play-grounds, court yards, flower gardens, lawns,

shade trees, and the like.

As soon as we obtained possession of the prop-

erty, measures were taken at once to put the prem-

ises in order, and to provide for the opening of the

nucleus of a kindergarten at the earliest possible

date, with a dozen or fifteen tiny pupils selected

from those among the numerous and eager appli-

cants, who are exposed to pernicious influences

and must be at once rescued from the clutches of

debasement and distress which surround them. As

none of the three old dwelling-houses on the place

was found, on thorough examination, suitable to be

used as a boarding school even temporarily, it was

unanimously decided by the committee to erect a

new one, 80 feet long, 45 feet wide, and 3 stories
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lii^h. One of the leading arehitects in Boston,

Ml. Sanmel D. Kclley, kindly drew a set of exeel-

lent plans and specifications, and contributed them

to the cause free of charge. Hard brick with Iree-

stone trimmings were the materials chosen for the

l)roposed building, and there was an eai-nest desire

to have it finished and ready for occupancy early

in November. To this end arrangements were

being made with all reasonable speed, and every-

thing seemed favorable to its attainment. But

while we were about to commence operations for

the excavation of the foundation of the new struct-

ure it was discovered, that, in order to grade the

grounds and level them on the side of Day street,

a ponderous ledge would have to be removed by

blasting, and that the whole cellar of the building

would have to be carved out of the solid rock.

This unforeseen and unexpected labor could un-

doubtedly have been accomplished in six weeks or

two months; but its completion within such limits

would have involved an additional exj^ense, which

was beyond our slender means. Hence we were

compelled for the sake of economy, to allow such

a length of time for the labor as would help to re-

duce the cost of the job. As a consequence, the

laying of the corner stone has been unavoidably

postponed until next spring. I need scarcely say

how great a disappointment this delay was to those

who take so livelv an interest in the establishment
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of the kindergarten; but we had to yield to the

inevitable.

"''Avdyua xai Oeoi TCEiSovrai."

After much discussion and careful considera-

tion of the matter, a satisfactory agreement was

finally effected with a responsible contractor, and

the ground was broken in the latter part of

August.

Thus the first and most important step has been

taken. The consummation of the project has passed

out of the nebulous stage of uncertainty, and entered

the domain of accomplished facts. The friends of

the enterprise look forward with joyous anticipation

to the not far distant day, when in the place where

this massive ridge of rough and useless stone is

now being demolished and carted away, education

will open wide her doors to those from whom the

rays of the sun are totally shut out. She will call

their fettered souls out from darkness and despon-

dency to brightness and hope, and to the widest

fields of light. The acorns of benevolence, planted

in love and kindness and watered by the golden

stream of sympathy and charity, cannot but grow

into stately oaks, under whose branches the sight-

less waifs of 'New England will find a shelter from

the storms of woe and grief, and protection from

the contagion of moral pestilences. True, our

operations so far are confined to a very narrow
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compass: but, as Cifcro says, llie bL'giiinin;^^ (jf

all Ihiiiirs arc small.•&'

" Omniiiin nMuiii iniiiciitia parvu sunt."

Nevertheless it is exceedingly embarrassing, that

the means at command are very inadeqnate to carry

out our plans even on so limited a scale. When
the new building is finished, our treasury will be

entirel}^ depleted of its contents. There will be

scarcely anything left either for furnishings, musi-

cal instruments and apparatus, or for the absolutely

necessary expenses for maintenance and tuition.

For an endowment fund, which will give security

to the permanence of the enterprise, and will serve

as a vital sap to its growth and fruition, we have

not yet a penny.

But notwithstanding this lack of means, " hope

should spring exulting on triumphant wing." This

very stress of pecuniary perplexities, instead of

causing discouragement and inertness, must lead

to the development of indomitable perseverance

and of that daring and self-poised cast of mind,

which takes no account of existing or prospective

storms, and delights in standing out from shore

for deep-sea sailing. There is no ground of appre-

hension or despondency. The past prophesies

auspiciously for the future. What has already

been accomplished is an assurance, that we " shall

reap a full harvest, if we faint not.'' After the
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season of worry and anxiety will come the time of

praise and thanksgiving. Tliere is not a shadow

of doubt as to tlie outcome of a movement inaug-

urated in mercy and carried on in faith and good

will. Far otherwise. There is an absolute cer-

tainty about it, slow though it be. "We may not

rejoice over gathered crops immediately, but we

will ultimately. "Wherever the sower scatters the

good seed, there the reaper's hand will be filled

with the golden sheaves. Montgomery's charm-

ing advice may be quoted in this connection with

peculiar fitness :
—

" Sow in the morn thy seed,

At eve hold not th}' hand
;

To doubt and fear give thou no heed,

Broadcast it o'er the hind.

And duly shall appear,

In verdure, beauty, strength,

The tender blade, the stalk, the ear,

And the full corn at length."

The significant phrase, " action, action, and

action again,"— which was uttered by Demosthenes

as a definition of eloquence,— embodying as it does

the key to success in any undertaking, mast be the

motive power and driving force in ours. We must

adhere to it with rigid pertinacity. Until the goal

is reached there should be no relaxation in our

efi'orts, no hesitancy in our march. Our labors

must be unremitting until the flame of earnest
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intiTcst, Iviiulk'd in the souls of a Inrg-e nnml)er of

men, wotnen and children, swells into a confla-

gration and consumes all barriei's and obstructions.

We should fix our eyes upon victory and never

take them off or wink until it is achieved. Agita-

tion must be kept u]) and increased at any cost,

until the final triumph of our cause. All the omens

are in its favor, and no available oi)portunity for

its advancement should be allowed to pass

unnoticed. Success is the crown of steadfast

determination, constant endeavor, and assiduous

industry. Confidence in conquest not only rubs

off the sharp edges of hardship, but helps the

pilgrims to its shrine to go up to it in a chariot of

fire. To slacken energy and procrastinate exer-

tion at so critical and opportune a moment as the

present, would be a serious blow to our movement.

" Forward," then, must be the watchword through-

out our lines. All our forces should be marshalled

with skilful strategy, and brought to bear upon the

central point. The gods aid only those who strive

to help themselves. For the drowsy laggards

there is no prospect of hopefulness either on earth

or in heaven.

In urging the continuance of vigorous measures

in furtherance of our enterprise, I am fully con-

scious of the arduousness of the task devolving

upon its promoters, and of the slough of unconcern

and the brambles and briars of exclusiveness,

through which they have to fight their way. But,
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be the difficulties and obstacles what they may,

our faith iu the goodness and beneficence of the

kindergarten is so potent, that we do not allow

ourselves, even for an instant, to doubt about the

full supply of its wants and needs. This convic-

tion is not the offspring of impulse, or the shadow

of the wings of a wandering imagination; nor does

it rest upon mere sentimental grounds, and dreamy

aspirations. Both reason and justice point to the

immediate accomplishment of our enterprise.

Humanity and fairness,— to say nothing about

social economy and expediency, — guarantee the

speedy realization of this fervently wished for

consummation. A large class of little children,

oppressed by poverty and burdened with one of the

severest of human calamities from no fault of their

own, are threatened with being crushed for ever

under its weight at the very threshold of their life.

They ask for a plank wherewith to be enabled to

swim across the river of affliction, to reach the

shore of self-reliance, and to enter uj^on a career

of activity and independence. Can it be possible,

that a community which contributes hundreds of

thousands, nay millions of dollars for the salvation

of the heathen abroad from the terrors of an unde-

finable Gehenna that is to come, will turn a deaf

ear to the pathetic prayers and thrilling entreaties

of the little sightless waifs at home for their deliver-

ance from the actual doom and positive horrors of

intellectual and moral darkness, and let them sink
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hopelessly down into the cesspools of idleness and

jiauperism? Will those of onr citizens who possess

the goods of the world in abundance be so heartless

as to give no heed to the mournful calls of these

tiny suppliants for mercy and theii' devout aspira-

tions for redemption, and allow them to tui-n into

moans of grief and sobs of despair? A\'ill they be

so niggardly as to withhold the pecuniary means

requisite for the removal of one of the most con-

spicuous blots which disfigure our civilization?

I think not; at any rate, I trust not. The in-

stincts of humanity, the promptings of benevolence,

and the dictates of wisdom, all combine to induce

the belief, that a ready and generous response will

be given to the appeals in behalf of the kinder-

garten for the blind, and that this infant school

will soon be sufficiently endowed and efficiently

e([uipped, so that it may fulfil the grand object of

its mission to the utmost extent, embracing in the

arms of love and kindness and affectionate care all

the little sightless children, and raising them from

the bosom of the night of afiliclion to the glorious

light of usefulness, dignity and blessedness.

A College to crown our System of Education.

" Heaven is not reached by a single bound
;

But we build the ladder by which we rise

From the lowly uiutli lo the vuulted skies,

And mount to the summit round by round."

J. G. IIOLLANT).

Of all the blessings which can be bestowed

upon the blind with the view of enabling them to
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minister to their own wants and consequently of

robbing the sting of their calamity of its sharpness,

a uniform system of education, complete in itself,

covering the whole ground from the lowest to the

most advanced studies, is the greatest and most

enduring.

This system should be broad in its aims, scien-

tific in its methods, comprehensive in its purposes

and consistent in its parts, and should afford to all

sightless children and youth of suitable age suffi-

cient means and ample opportunities for the fullest

development and most thorough training of their

physical powers and mental faculties, bridging as

far as possible the chasms in the course of their life

caused by their infirmity and aiding them to

outsoar the shadows of their affliction and to enter

upon a career of activity and usefulness. Like a

well planned and properly constructed stairway, the

scheme of their education should have one of its

ends securely resting close at the roots of the tree

of knowledge, and the other reaching its highest

and most fruitful branches, and it should consist of

four grades,— the elementary, the secondary, the

higher, and the collegiate. Two of these depart-

ments, which are to include all children between

five and sixteen years of age, should be transferred

to our new estate in Roxbury, where there is ample

room for growth and expansion ; and the other two

should be located in the present premises of the

institution in South Boston, and should be open
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only to those pui)ils, who arc endowed willi natural

and aequired (lualifications to entei* upon the study

oriang'uai;'es and oflhe hig-her branches of literature,

science and music.

The establishment and equipment of the kinder-

garten will place the first round of the ladder of

education on a level with the tiny feet of the

very smallest sightless children. By rearranging

the j)resent school and somewhat increasing the

corps of instructors, the second and third steps can

be fully supplied. But even with these, the climax

will not be reached. The ladder will still be im-

perfect. The uppermost round will still be want-

ing. There will be no capital on the tojD of the

magnificent column of light which has been and

is being reared by the generosity of the common-

wealth and the benevolence of private citizens

in behalf of the blind, until a college is founded

and endowed, affording to the sightless the same

or equal advantages with those which are enjoyed

by the seeing. This will be the complement and

crown of our system of education, the head of a

completely organized body, of which only the feet,

the limbs and the trunk exist at present,— the

fulfilment of our most ardent hopes and highest

aspirations. As soon as the kindergarten is finished

and put upon a solid financial foundation, we must

turn at once and concentrate our efforts to the

achievement of this project, and we must not

shrink from any labor or sacrifice until it is

accomplished.
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AVisdom as well as the best good and the most

vital interests of a large number of our fellow men

demand, that there should be no delay or hesitancy

in placing the keystone and rounding the educa-

tional arch which is erected for the benefit of the

blind.

A description of the details of the plan of the

proposed college,— which is to combine a complete

academic department with a conservatory of music,

— of the branches and languages to be taught,

of the methods of instruction and training to be

employed, and of the cabinets and collections of

specimens, models, appliances and instruments to

be obtained for illustration and practice, will be

given in due time.

Generous Aid from the Press.

" I can no other answer make, Ijut, thanks,

And thanks ; and ever oft good turns

Are shuffled off with such uncurrent pay."

Shakespeakk.

It is a pleasant duty to acknowledge the great

debt of deep and lasting gratitude, which the

blind of 'New England owe to the secular and

religious press for the most generous and efficient

aid, which it has invariably given to their cause.

The editors and proprietors of the leading news-

papers published in this section of the country may

be justly classed among the principal helpers and

most active promoters of all movements in behalf
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of our st'liool Miul its beneficiaries. A great portion

of tlie response which has been given to our

appeals for funds is certainly due to their liberality

and uniform kindness. They have been ready to

aid us at all times and under any circumstances. Xo
matter how crowded tlieir columns might be, or

how freciui'iit our re([uests, they would find bolli

room and time to advocate and serve oui- cause.

AVithout the countenance and cordial support of

this powerful agcnc}', all vital and pervasive every-

where, no project of ours could meet with signal

success. So far as we know, nowhere else in this

country docs the public press take so deep and

lively an interest in the welfare of those who are

bereft of sight. Of this point the following fact

is a striking illustration.

Five young ladies, recent graduates of the N'ew

York institution for the blind, wishing to supply a

great w^ant in their community, have undertaken

to establish a circulating library of embossed books

for the benefit of those who are similarly afflicted

with themselves. They applied last summer for

a charter of incorporation, and when tliis was

granted, the newspapers of that city, with but one

exception, announced the enterprise in the fewest

possible words, w^ithout alluding to its merits or

commending its importance. But one of our

leading journals, the " Boston Daily Advertiser,"

accustomed to take notice of almost every move-

ment regarding the education of the Ijlind and the
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amelioration of their condition, took up the subject

of its own accord and without any request or sug-

gestion from outside, and recommended the enter-

prise most earnestly to the favorable consideration

of the public.

This is one of the very many tokens of the most

generous and constant assistance which the jour-

nals of New England lend to the blind, and for

which the recipients of this great and lasting bene-

faction and their helpers avail themselves of this

opportunity to return heartfelt thanks and grateful

acknowledgments.

The International Congress in Amsterdam.

" Ever onward must thy soul ;
—

'Tis the progress gains the goal."

Schiller.

The Yth international congress of the educators

of the blind, which was held in Amsterdam last

August, was an event of surpassing interest, show-

ing how much progress has been recently made

in most of the European institutions, and what

an impetus has already been given for further

advancement.

Owing to the strenuous efforts of the president,

Herr J. H. Meijer, who conducted all the prelimi-

nary arrangements with great zeal and in a most

thorough and systematic manner, the attendance

was exceedingly large. Dutch, German, Russian,

Belgian, Danish, Swedish, English, French, Greek
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and Italian educators and friends of the Mind

responded readily to the pressing- and cordial invi-

tations which wei'c sent ri^j^ht and left, and the

gathering was decidedly cosmopolitan in its com-

position, and, taken as a whole, was far superior to

those which take place biennially in this country,

both in the mental calii)re and erudition of its

members and in the breadth and depth of its work.

This latter fact could not be otherwise when such

])rofound students and eminent pedagogues as

Moldenhawer of Copenhagen, Meijer of Amster-

dam, ]Mecker of Diiren, KuU of Berlin, Wulif of

Steglitz, Heller and Binder of Vienna, Martin of

Paris, and many others of equal ability, assemble

together to discuss freely and without the interfer-

ence of star-chamber committees all subjects per-

taining to the education, physiology, psycholog}',

hygiene, scientific instruction and technical training

of the blind. Unfortunately, since the retirement

of Mr. J. Howard Hunter from the principalship of

the Ontario institution in Brantford, Canada, Mr.

A. Buckle of York is the only one among the

English-speaking superintendents on either side

of the Atlantic, who can compare favorably with

these men in intellectual acumen, force and cleai-

ness of thought, refinement of taste, ripe scholar-

ship, and linguistic attainments.

The spirit which prevailed in the councils of the

congress and permeated its deliberations and dis-

cussions was remarkable for its catholicity and
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sincerity. There seemed to be an entire absence

of the methods of wire-pulling for personal ag-

grandizement and glorification; of intrigues and

combinations for suppressing the truth and per-

verting history; of unholy alliances for deriving

mutual advantages to the detriment of the general

interests of the blind, or for appropriating the

fi'uits of the talents of others; of ranting and

blustering over the accomplishments of a few

sporadic cases. On the contrary, the actions and

arrangements of the managing committee were

charactei'ized by uncommon fairness and openness,

while the leading educators of the blind evinced

both in their utterances and demeanor a degree of

unfeigned modesty, patience in research, thorough-

ness in l^nowledge and earnestness in piu-pose,

which enhance the beauty and value of their

achievements, and give assurance of still greater

results in the future.

" Still streams

Oft water fairest meadows, and the bird

That flutters least is longest on the wing."

Among the many papers which were read and

discussed at the different meetings of the congress,

the following were of great worth and supreme

interest: "The Yicariat of the Senses," by Herr

W. J. Binder; ''The Principle of Correlation in

the schools for the blind," by Herr S. Heller; " The

Instruction in Geometry in schools for the blind,"
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by Uviv 11. Kiill: "On tlu' I'rintin;,^ and r>il)li-

ography for the use of the brnul,"'' by M. Eniilc

j\rartin; "The development of the {esthetic ele-

ment ft)r the blind," by Ilerr W. Meeker, editor

of the Bllndei}freund; " The condition of blind

women,— their education, and the aid which can

be given them," by Ilerr J. Moldenhawer; and

many others of great value. It is to be regi'etted,

that an essay on the status of the question of the

blind in France in 1885, prepared by M. Maurice

de la Sizeranne of Paris, was not read for want

of time. M. de la Sizeranne, like Signor Dante

Barbi-Adriani of Florence, Italy, is a man of liter-

ar}' ability, and devotes his time and pen to the

cause of his fellow-sufferers. He is the accom-

plished editor of Valentin Hauy, a French review

of questions relating to the blind, and also the

author of a most interesting work recently pub-

lished and entitled, " J. Oaudet and the Blind;

his life, his doctrines, and his writings."

The proceedings of the congress are to be pub-

lished in three languages,— Dutch, German and

French. They are prepared under the scrupulous

care and supervision of the director of the Amster-

dam institution for the blind, Herr J. H, Meijer,

whose sterling character is a sufficient guarantee

that they will not be allowed to suffer any surgical

operations or mutilations, but that they will be a

correct and honest record of what has transpired.
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The exhibition of various articles ilUistrative of

the methods of instruction, the educational appli-

ances and aj^paratus, and the technical training of

the blind, which was held in the university build-

ing in connection with the congress, occupying

four of its large lecture rooms, was one of the best

and most attractive features of the occasion. It

was divided into two sections, the pedagogic and

the industrial, and contained contributions from all

the leading schools and workshops for the blind in

Europe. It was a great pleasure and privilege to

us to join these institutions and to send an exhibit,

consisting of specimens of the work of our kin-

dergarten classes, our industrial department and

our printing-office.

Conclusion.

" The end crowus all."

Shakespeare.

Thus runs the record of another year,— the

fifty-fourth in the history of the institution : in one

aspect meagre and imperfect; to the deeper view,

full of promise and great hope.

In closing it, I gratefully acknowledge the cor-

dial cooperation and efficient aid which I have

received from all the teachers and officers in the

discharge of the duties of my post. If any credit

is awarded to me for my management of the affairs

of the institution during the past or in preceding
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years, I justly and Irankly turn over the lai-ge.st

share of it to those assistants who have rendered

most vahiable and loyal service to the establish-

ment.

Nor can I fail to express publicly to you my

sense of gratitude for the kindness and confidence

— far beyond my merits— with which the members

of youi- board have uniformly favored me.

Respectfully submitted by

M. ANAGNOS.
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS.

Among the pleasant duties incident to the close of the year

is that of expressing our heartfelt thanks and grateful acknowl-

edgments to the following artists, litterateurs, societies, pro-

prietors, managers, editors and publishers, for concerts and

various musical entertainments ; for operas, oratorios, lectures,

readings, and for an excellent supply of periodicals and weekly

papers, minerals and specimens of various kinds.

As I have said in previous reports, these favors are not only

a source of pleasure and happiness to our pupils, but also a

valuable means of aesthetic culture, of social intercourse, and of

mental stimulus and improvement. So far as we know, there

is no community in the world which does half so much for the

gratification and improvement of its unfortunate members as

that of Boston does for our pupils.

/. — Acknowledgments for Concerts and Operas in the City.

To Mr. Henrv Lee Higginson we are under great and con-

tinned obligations for twenty season tickets to the public

rehearsals and twelve season tickets to his series of twenty-

four symphony concerts.

To the same, through Mr. Charles A. Ellis, the superintend-

ent of the Music Hall, for an average of twenty-seven tickets

to each of five popular concerts.

To Messrs. Tompkins and Hill, proprietors of the Boston

Theatre, for admission of unlimited numbers to seven operas.
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'i\> the Iliindcl uiid Ilnydii .soeU-ty, tlinnioh ,Mi-. {]. 15. Hn«^:ir,

st;cii't:nv. for twriity tickets to the orntorio of Mi-!-si:ili, twciity-

('iijlit to tlif lii-ci'iitt-'iuiial of HuikU'I, :iii<l Iwcnty-fonr to Israel

in I'.iiyiit.

To till' Ajiollo cltil), tliroiigli its secretary. Mr. Artliiir I'cimI,

for six tickets to i-acli of four concerts.

'l"o 'Mr. (!. A. Nickersou, for four tickets to one concert of

the same cluli.

To the r.oylston cliiK. liiroiiLih its secri'tary, ]Mr. F. II.

Katcliffe, ior iMulit tickets t<j eacii of five concerts.

To the Cecilia, througli its seci'etary, jNIr. C'harh's W. Stone,

foi' twenty tickets to each of three concerts.

To the Kuteri)e, througli its president, Mk. C. C. I'erkins,

for several tickets to their series of concerts.

To Mr. H. G. Tucker, for ten tickets to each of two con-

certs.

To Mr. .John Orth, for ten tickets to one concert.

To ^lessrs. Henry F. ^liller & Sons, for twenty tickets to

t'acli of two concerts by Dr. Lonis Maas.

To Mr. A. F. Conant, for fifteen tickets to each of four

concerts.

To Mr. E. W. Tyler, for eleven tickets to one concert by

:Mr. Otto Bendix.

To ^liss M. Gascoigne IJiillard, for twelve tickets to one

concert.

To ^liss Emma LeB. Kettelle, for fonr tickets to one concert.

To Mr. T. W Currier, for six tickets to one conceit.

To Mr. F. Dewey, for sixteen tickets to a dramatic and

musical entertainment.

To Mr. I'.veiett K. Triiett. for lifty tickets to one organ

concert.

To Captain Sanniel C, AVright, for a large number of tickets

to the Dahlgren i-ouise of entertainments.

To .Mr George II. Foxcroft, for seventy-five tickets to one

concert in the Star lecture course.
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To the Rev. G. A. Crawford, for tickets to a series of eon-

certs and lectures in the Broadway Methodist Church.

To the Rev. .J. J. Lewis, for admission to a series of con-

certs and lectures in the Broadway Uuiversalist Church.

To Dr. Tourjee, for twenty-five tickets to a quarterly concert

of the New England Conservatory.

To Mr. Ernst Perabo, for twelve tickets to each of four

lectures on music given b}' Prof. J. K. Paine.

To Mr. B. J. Lang, for admission of twelve persons to his

lecture on mechanical ap[)liauces for aiding pianoforte tech-

nique.

To an unknown lady friend, for twenty-five tickets to a con-

cert in aid of the free hospital for women.

//.— Acknowledgmenls for Concerts given in our Hall.

For a series of recitals and concerts given from time to time

in the music hall of the institution, we are greatly indebted to

the following artists : —
To Mr. Ernst Perabo, assisted by Miss lunma Eames, voca-

list, for one concert.

To Mr. Arthur Foote, pianist, assisted by Mr. George J.

Parker, vocalist, for one concert.

To Mrs. Ella Cleveland Fenderson, vocalist, assisted by

Misses O'Brion and Olga Von Radecki, pianists, Mr, George J.

Parker, tenor, Dr. L. B. Fenderson, reader, and Mr. John

Howard, accompanist, for one concert.

To Mr. Charles H. Bond, assisted by Miss Gertrude 8wayne,

vocalist, Miss Lida Low, accompanist, and Miss Lizzie Gleason,

reader, for one entertainment.

To Madame Marie Fries Bishop, assisted by her pupils and

Mrs. Ritchings, reader, for one concert.

To Mr. Charles A. Clarke, for one pianoforte recital.

To Mrs. Virginia A. Howe and Miss Lizzie B, Langley, as-

sisted by Mrs. H. F. Knowles, Miss Mary H. How and Mr. A.

D. Saxon, vocalists, Madame Dietrich Strong, Miss Ada P.
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Miiiciv, Mr. .1. l)iiillcv Il:ill and .Mi'. I-'i:iiik Siiiitli, piiiiiists, for

one cKiiccrl.

To .Mis. I'lt'ciiiMii Cohlt, assisted liy Mr. I'',:hI('< of Doiclii-s-

tcr. Mr. I'.\rrctt K. 'I'liielt, ()r«z;!iiiist, .Miss l-^. H. Kciicsv, Mrs.

('. I'., ^^'(•lls and .Mr. Frank li. Voiiiii;, vocalists, Mr. Cliarlcs F.

l)('iiin''c, pianist, and .Mr. .M. I.,. Hi'adford, Jr.. tlntist, for <jne

conct'rt

.

'I'o .Mrs. William II. Slu'rwood, and ^liss Kveliiie Ames,

(lanLihtcr of Lieiiti-nant (lovernor Ames, for a fine piano

concH-rt.

///. — ^[cknoideclgments for Lectures, Headings, and other

Entertainments.

To Trof. (loorge II, Ilartwidl, for one lecture.

To Mr. .lohn S. 1) wight, for reading his essay.s on Iliindel

and l>ach, at tlie musical festivals given in commemoration of

tiie bi-centennials of these great composers by the pupils of

the school.

To the managers of lx)th the New England Institute and

Mechanics' fairs, for admitting large numbers to an afternoon

entertainmont at each.

IV.— Acknoivledgments for Books, Minerals, Specimens, etc.

For various books, specimens, curiosities, etc., we are in-

debted to the following friends : — ]Mr. J. ;M. Constable, Mr.

Peter Corcoran, Col. II. P. Harris, ]Mr. George E. Hart, C. A.

\V, Ilowland, Miss R. C, Mather, :\rr. ( leintiit Kyder, Miss S,

A, Wolfe, and The Society for i)roviding Religious Literature

for tlie lUind.

]". — Ai-knowledgments for Periodicals and Newspajiers.

The editors and pulilishers of the following reviews, maga-

zines, and semi-monthly and weekly papers continue to be very

kind and liberal in sending us their publications gratuitously,

wliich arc always cordially welcomed, and perused with

interest :
—
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The N. E. Journal of Education,

The American Teacher,

The Atlantic,

Boston Home Journal,

Youth's Companion,

The Christian,

The Christian Register.

The Musical Record, .

The Musical Herald, .

The Folio, .

Littell's Living Age, .

Unitarian Review,

The Watchman. .

The Golden Rule,

Zion's Herald,

The Missionary Herald.

The Salem Register,

The Century,

St. Nicholas,

The Journal of Speculative Philosophy

The Christian Union, .

Church's IMusical Journal,

Goodson Gazette, Va. Inst, for De

Tablet, . . . West Va. "

Good Health,

L'Amico dei Ciechi,

Valentin Haliv, a French monthlv,

Boston, Mass.

Salem, 3Iass.

New York, N. Y.

Cincinnati, 0.

Mates and Blind.

Battle Greek, Mich.

Florence, Italy.

Paris, France.

thanks, in behalf of

e thus nobly remem-

endly and generous

ren ground, but will

I desire again to render the most hearty

all our pupils, to the kind friends wlio hav-

bered them. The seeds which their fri

attentions have sown have fallen on no ban

continue to bear fruit in after years ; and the memory of many

of these delightful and instructive occasions and valuable gifts

will be retained through life.

M. ANAGNOS.
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ANALYSIS OF THE MAINTENANCE ACCOUNT.

Meats, 2S,0')8 lbs., .

Fish, 4,811 lbs.,

Butter, 5,450 lbs.,

Rice, sago, etc..

Bread, Hour, meal, etc..

Potatoes and other vegetables.

Fruit, ....
Milk, 26,820 qts.,

Sugar, 7,'Mli lbs..

Tea and cotfee, 580 lbs.,

Groceries,

Gas and oil,

Coal and wood.

Sundry articles of consumption,

Wages and domestic service,

Salaries, superintendence and instruction,

Outside aid,

Medicine and medical aid.

Furniture and bedding.

Clothing and mending.

Expenses of stable,

^Musical instruments, .

Books, stationery, etc..

Construction and repairs,

Taxes and insurance,

Travelling expenses.

Board of pupil outside.

Sundries, .

$2,008 09

243 54

1,490 22

35 50

1,381 86

710 36

417 05

1,469 94

439 89

190 37

765 71

475 04

2,486 90

437 04

4,346 57

16,268 79

201 21

15 62

2,164 36

63 04

434 34

90 03

857 92

3,216 83

653 25

135 99

200 00

45 19

§42,205 91
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WORK DEPARTMENT, Oct. 1, 1885.

Statement.

Salaries and wages of blind people, . $3,457 11

" " seeing people, . 2,485 21

Amount paid for stock, rent and sundries, 10,851 41

$16,793 73

Cash received during the year, .... 14,583 33

5,210 40

Stock and Debts Due.

Stock on hand, Oct. 1, 1885, . . $6,366 48

Debts due Oct. 1, 1885, . . . 2,673 44

S9,039 92

Stock on hand, Oct. 1, 1884, . ' . 7,222 01

1,817 91

Cost for carrying on Work Department, . . $392 49

[ Total amount due to the institution by the workshop for investments

from the first date to Sept. 30, 1885, $47,315.79-']
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The following account exhibits the state of the

property as embraced in the books of the institu-

tion, Sept. 30, 1885:

Beal Estate yielding Income.

House No. 1 1 Oxford street, .

Three houses ou Fifth street, .

House No. 537 Fourth street, .

Three houses, corner of Day and Perkins
streets, Roxbury, . . . .

Real estate used for school purposes.
Unimproved land. South Boston, .

" " Roxbury, .

Mortgage notes,

South Boston Railroad Co., note, .

Railroad Stock.

Boston & Providence Railroad, 30 shares,

value,

Fitchbuvg Railroad, ^2 shares, value,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad,
66 shares, value,

Bailroad Bonds.

Eastern Railroad Co. 6s, 2 at $500^1

each, value, $],220, ... I

Eastern Railroad Co. 6s, 3 at $1,000
[

each, value, f 3,6ri0, . . . j

Boston & Lowell Raih'oad Co 6s, 1,

Chicago, Burlington & Quincv Railroad
Co. 4s, 27 at $1,000 each, va'^lue, .

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
Co. 6s, 5 at $1,000 each, value, .

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railroad
Co., Dubuque Division 6s, 5 at f 1,000

each, value,

Ottawa & Burlington Railroad Co. 6s, 5
at $1,000 each, value, ....

Kansas Citv, St. Joseph & Council Blufi's

R.R. Co. '7s, 5 at $1,000 each, value, .

Amount carriedforward.

f5,500 00
9,900 00
4,800 00

8,460 00

f5,490 00
6,928 00

8,712 00

$4 880 00

1,000 00

25,650 00

4,250 00

5,550 00

5,500 00

6,150 00

$28,660 00
240,2()0 00

8,500 00
22,417 18

216,000 00

7,500 00

20,130 00

52,980 00

$596,387 18
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Amount brouylU forward.

Ci.sh,

Iloiist'hold riiniiturt', . . . .

I'l-ovisioiis and supplies, . . . .

W'ootl and coal, . . . . .

Work I)t']iartment —Stock and diijlsloi-

till! saini', ......
Musical Department, viz.

( )ne lariie or^r^ni.

Four small or<^ans, .

I'orty-live pianos,

Hrass and reed instruments,
Violins, ....
Musical library,

Prin(in<r Department, viz

Stock and machinery,
Hooks, ....
Stereotype plates, .

School furniture and apparatus,
Lil)rary of books in common type,

'* " raised type.

Boys' shop,
Stable and tools.

$5,000 00
450 00

11,000 00
700 00
35 00

GOO 00

?2,0it0 00
8,500 00
6,251 00

$2,9110 00
8,000 00

?5'JG,387 18

2,011 02
1G,32I) 00

852 74
2,G20 00

9,039 92

17,785 00

16.751 00

7,600 00

10,900 00
83 00

688 50

1681,038 36

The foregoing property represents the following funds and bilances,

and is answerablefor the same.

(leneral fund, investments,
(^ash,

Harris fund,

I'rintinj;, .......
Kiiidcr<^arteu, investment,

estate, ....

fl08,485 00
2,011 02

80,000 00
113,325 00
15,000 00
30,877 18

$349,698 20

331,340 16

15uildin<;s, unimproved real estate and
personal property in use for the school. _

fG81,038 36
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KINDERGARTEN FUND.

List of Contributors.

Amount acknowledged in the last annual report,

An anonymous friend,

A friend,

The late John C. Phillips,

Mrs. J. R. Coolidge,

Mrs. D. D. Thorndike,

W. L., Boston,

Miss Madelaine C. Mixter,

Friend W., .

Proceeds of Feb. 23d,

entertainments, .

J. H. Center,

Dr. R. M. Hodges by S

Mrs. Francis Brooks,

Thomas Gaffield, .

Mrs. Frances M. Mackay, Cambridge,

Unitarian Sunday School, Beverly,

Proceeds of young ladies' entertainment

Additional proceeds from the blind girls

George Sampson, ....
M. M. D.,

includino- little

N. Snelling,

blind sfii'ls

G. H. Quincy,

Mrs. K. W. Sears, .

Am on nt carried forioard
,

at Nahant

fair.

25,231 63

10,000 00

1,000 00

500 00

250 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

100 00

59 76

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

45 00

40 00

26 10

25 00

25 00

25 00

25 00

;7,902 49
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Amount hrjought forward.

Mis. Win. Tiippan,

INIiss M. A. Tappim,

Miss Susan I. Lin/A-c,

Mrs. Sarah Potter, I'rovidi'iice

J. W. Linzec,

IMiss Mary Parker,

Mrs. llaiinali L. Pierce, .

Miss E. W. Perkins,

Through Charlie E. Barry,

(). B. Frothiugham,

A friend,

E. W. Clark, .

R. Goodman, Lenox,

E Peaslee, Whitefield, .

M. F. Perley, Enosbnrgh, Vt

Miss E. F. Faulkner,

Mrs. J. Sullivan Warren,

Dr. James J. Putnam,

Miss B. S. Wilder,

Miss E. Gertrude Decrow,

IMrs. V. A. Howe, proceeds of

Littleton Sunday School,

INIiss S. G. Putnam,

J. Woodcock, Leicester,

Miss Mary P. Bacon,

Mrs. W. A Peabody,

Dr. Walter Channing,

A. Williams, Middleborough,

Miss A. R. Palfrey,

Miss C. M. Harris,

C. Chenery, .

Amount carried foricard,

concert.

England,

S37,002 I'J

2o 00

25 00

25 00

25 00

20 00

20 00

15 00

13 00

12 00

10 00

10 00

10 GO

10 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

9 50

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

8u.s,2.")l 'Jl»
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Amount brought forward,

A friend,

Sunday School First Unitarian Church, Plymouth

Mass., .......
A friend, .......
Congregational Church, Newport, N. H.,

Children of private Kindergarten, .

Miss Bessie Perkins,

Cash, ........
A reader of the " Golden Rule," .

Mrs, Jacob Smith,

Through Fannie Jackson, ....
Sympathizers, .

"

.

A friend,

Kindergarten, B. C ,

Miss Marcella Pendleton, ....
Proceeds of little blind girls' entertainment, .

Millicent A. Hawsley,

Mrs. Sarah S. Russell,

J^iss E. F. Mason,

Minnie T. Turner (deceased) , . . .

Proceeds of children's fair, Brookline, by Gertrude

and Sarita Flint, Mary Crane and friends, .

Sale of " Stardrift's Birthday Book," .

Proceeds of concert by the blind girls m New

Haven, Conn., ......
INIi's. A. G. Farnam, New Haven, Conn.,

First Unitarian Congregational Society, New Bed

ford,

Miss Lucy H. Symonds's Normal Class concert,

Proceeds of concert in East Somerville,

T. E. N.,

Amount carried forward,

138,251 99

5 00

5 25

3 00

2 60

2 50

2 00

2 00

2 00

2 00

40

00

00

00

00

70

50

1,000 00

500 00

250 00

217 25

135 83

113 00

100 00

100 00

82 75

68 21

50 00

$40,901 98
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Amount hnmi/Itt fiincurd,

V. W. lliinmwiU

Miss C. W. Laiiisoii. Di'dhaiii,

Collt'c-ted 1)V a l:i<ly in Ivoxlmrv,

W. MoutgonuTV, ....
William A. Hust

Charles l\. Noycs, Fort 1). A. Kiis.sell, Clicy

Wy.,

Ladies' "Frolic C'hil)," Concord, ]\Iass.,

Childrou of riiitarian Sunday School, Dedha

St. IVter's Sunday ScIkjoI, Beverly, Mass.,

A. and ¥.., .

M., Worcester, Mass., .

Mrs. M. L. Hall, ....
Additional from Mrs. Woleott's fair,

C. T. R. and A. F. R., .

Infant class, Congregational Church, AVest

uer, Mass., ....
Miss A. M. Cudworth, East Boston,

A lady in Cambridge,

Anonymous, .....
^Irs. Julius Eichberg,

Miss Ellen Guild, ....
^liss Mabel Norman,

^liss Susie Dalton,

INIiss Bessie Seabury,

INIibs Maggie Carr,....
^liss Isabel Perkins,

Miss Bertha Bement,

]\Iiss Ida Wilbor, ....
Miss Ethel Stockton,

Kindergarten at Concord, N. II., .

Amoitnf carried foricard,

Card

onnc

.810,901 1>8

oO 00

50 00

41 27

2.j 00

20 00

•20 00

20 00

18 00

i:> 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

G 00

6 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

5 00

3 56

3 56

3 56

3 56

3 56

3 56

3 56

3 56

3 56

3 00

.S11,2G8 29
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Amount broiight fonvard,

J. W. French,

A friend, ....
Harvard Unitarian Sunday School, Charlestown

Easter offering, .

Mrs. B. S. Rotch, .

Mary E. Pierson, Windsor,

Miss L. E. Hall, .

Mrs. B. L. Young,

.

Mrs. B. L. Young (income), .

F. H. Peabody,

Young People's Mission Circle, Second Church

Dorchester,

Sunday School of Rev. Rufus Ellis's Church,

Through "Aunt Patience" of the "Christian

Union," ....
Mrs. J. B. S. Jackson, .

Miss A. P. Cary, .

Miss Brackott's class of the Fh'st Church,

Miss Sallic Swan, Charlestown,

Mrs. E. P. Parker,

Miss A. P. Cary (annual)

,

Andrew H. Newell,

Charles H. Bond, ....
AV. R. Greene, . .

Through Mrs. Howland, Providence,

Frank Fuchs's " top," .

Francis Brooks, ....
Anonymous, .....
Mrs. Chickering's School, Dorchester,

Children's fair in Swampscott,

J. T. Coolidge, ....
Amount carried fonvard,

.$41,268 29

1 00

1 00

439 03

300 00

100 00

50 00

50 00

50 00

25 00

25 00

22 03

20 20

20 00

15 00

13 50

10 00

10 00

10 00

10 00

5 00

5 00

1 00

25

. 1,000 00

300 00

137 05

100 65

100 00

. $44,089 00
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I

Amount brought forward,

Mrs. Proscott l{i<fc'lo\v, .

Miss AbbyAV. May,

I\Irs. D. S. Cass, ....
A riifiul, .....
^Irs. Soars, .....
]\liss WaU's (annual),

(iiils ill iniiiKiiy department of Perkins Institution

.Airs. K. C. Divw, ....
Mrs. Robert Swan,

M. r)rown,

Kindergarten eliildren, Plienix, R. 1.,

Cliildren'.s entertainment in Swampscott,

Presbyterian Sunday School, Orwell, Peuu., .

Aliss C. K. Jenks,

Unitarian Sunday Scliool, Trenton, N. Y.

,

Children in Mrs. Bethnianu's Kindergarten, .

Seven little girl hel[)ers, South Boston, .

]\rrs. J. Russell Bradford, ....
Sale of Kindergarten work, ....
From the work of a C,

.811,080 00

KiO 00

100 00

30 00

2-) 00

25 00

20 00

,
1-^ 71

10 00

10 00

10 00

8 70

7 ?j'j

5 11

5 00

5 00

2 00

1 25

1 00

1 00

1 00

8-4-4,400 12

"We are also greatly indebted to Mrs. Delia D. Thorndike

f(ir an excellent set of parlor furniture for the kindergarten.
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LIST OF EMBOSSED BOOKS,

printed at the Perkins Institution a?id Massachusetts School for the Blind.

TITLE OF BOOK.
^ P

Book of Proverbs,
Book of Psalms, .

New Testament, .

Book of Common Prayer,
Baxter's Call,

Hymns for the Blind, .

Pilgrim's Progress,
Natural Theology,
Life of Melanchthon, .

Selections from the Works of Swedenborg,
Biographical Sketches of Distinguished Persons
Biographical Sketch of George Eliot, .

Memoir of Dr. Samuel G. Howe,
Howe's Cyclopasdia,
Combe's Constitution of Man,
Cutter's Anatomy, Physiology and Hygiene,
" Life and her Children," or a Reader of Natural History
Philosophy of Natural History, .

Huxley's Science Primers, Introductory,
Anderson's History of the United States,

Higginson's Young Folks' History of the United States,

Constitution of the United States,

Dickens's Child's History of England,
Freeman's History of Europe,
Schmitz's Histoi-y of Greece,
Schmitz's History of Rome,
Guyot's Geography,
Scribner's Geographical Reader,
American Prose, .

An Account of the Most Celebi'ated Diamonds,
Dickens's Christmas Carol, with extracts from Pickwick
Dickens's Old Curiosity Shop,
Emerson's Essays,
Extracts from British and American Literature
George Eliot's Silas Marner, ...
Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield,
Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter,

Hawthorne's Tanglewood Tales,
Scott's Quentin Durward, .

$2 00
3 00

10 00
00
50
00
00
00
00

3 00

25
3 00

32 00
00
00
00
00
00
50

3 50
40
00
50
00
50
00
50

6 00
50

3 00
12 00

00
00
50
00
00
00

6 00
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T.TST OF EMnossF.n TJooks— Continued.

TIILL UF BOOK.
a, ^

The Last Days of Pompeii, b}- Echvanl Hulwer Lytton,
lirvaiit's I'oeins, ......
jivroifs llclirew Melodies aii(l Cliildi' Harold,
roetrv (if Ii\ roil, seleetcd l)y Matthew Arnold,
lioliiies"s I'oems, .....
Loii^^lellow's Kvan<;eliiie,

I.oiiufeilow's IOvan<^eliiie and other Poems,
J.owelTs Poems, .....
Milton's Paradise Lost,

Pope's Essay on .Man and other Poems,
Seott's Lay of the Last Minstrel and .'^7 other Poems
yiiakespcare's Hamlet and Julius (";i3sar,

JShakesijeare's Kin;^ Ihiiry I'"iflh,

Shakespeare's Komeo and Juliet,

Tennyson's In Meraoriam an<l other Poems,
Whittier's Poems, ....
Key to Praille's Musical Notation,
Musical Characters used by the seeing,

Loii<rfell()\v's Hirthday, by J. R. Ana<i;nos,

Commemoration Ode, by IL W. Stratton,

Ji:VF,NILE ROOK.S.
Script and point alphabet sheets per hundred,
An Eclectic Primer, ....
Child's First Book
Child's Second Hook, ....
Child's Third Book
Child's Fourth Book, ....
Child's Fifth Book, ....
Child's Sixth Book, ....
Child's Seventh Book, ....
Youth's Lii)rary, vol. 1st,

Youth's Lilirary, vol. 2d,

Y'outh's Liijrary, vol. 3d,

Y'outh's Lil)rary, vol. 4th,

Youth's library, vol. 5th, .

Y'outh's Library, vol. Oth, .

Y'outh's Ivibrary, vol. 7th, .

Youth's Lil)rary, vol. Hth,

Andersen's Stories and Tales,
liil)le Stories in Bible Lan<rua<?e, by Emilie Poulsson
Children's Fairy Book, by .^L Anagnos,
Eliot's Six Arabian Nights, .

Heidi: translated from the German by Mrs. Brooks,
Kingsley's Cireek Heroes,
Lodge's Twelve Popular Tales, .

"What Katy Did, by Susan Coolidge, .

f9 00
3 00
3 00
3 00
3 00

00
00
00
00
50
00
00
00
CO
00
00
35
35
25
10

00
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
40
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
25
00
00
50
(.to

(K)

5(1

00
50

N. B. The prices in the above list are set down per SET, not per

volume.
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LIST OF APPLIANCES AND TANGIBLE APPARATUS,

made al the Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind.

Geography.

I. _ Wall-Maps.

1. The Hemispheres, .

2. United States, Mexico and Canada

3. North America,

4. South America,

5. Europe,

6. Asia, ....
7. Africa, ....
8 . The "World on Mercator's Projection

Each S35, or the set, §280.

size, 42 by 52 inclics.

II. — Dissected Maps.

1. Eastern Hemisphere, . . . size, 30 by 36 inches.

2. "Western Hemisphere,

3. North America,

4. United States,

5. South America,

6. Europe,

7. Asia,

8. Africa, .

Each $23, or the set, §184.

These maps are considered, in point of workmanship, accu-

racy and distinctness of outline, durability and beauty, far

superior to all thus far made in Europe or in this country.



Ill

"The New Euglantl Journal of Ediiciition " says, " Tlioy

are very strong, present a fine, bright surface, aud are an orna-

ment to any school-room.

III.— Pill-Maps.

Cushions for pin-maps and diagrams, . each, SO 75

Arithmetic.

Ciphcring-boards made of brass strips, nickel-

plated, •
. each, 84 25

Ciphering-typcs, nickel-plated, per hundred, . " 1 00

"Writing.

Grooved writing-cards,

Braille tablets, with metallic bed.

Braille French tablets, with cloth bed.

Braille new tablets, with cloth bed.

Braille Daisy tablets, .

. e ich, SO 05

•
(

(

t (

1 50

1 00

((
1 00

,
(( 5 00
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TERMS OF AD:\1ISSI0X.

" Candidates for admission must be over nine and under nineteen

years of age, and none others shall be admitted."— Extractfrom the

by-laws.

Blind children and youth between the ages above pre-

scribed and of sound mind and good moral character, can

be admitted to the school by paying $300 per annum.

Those among them who belong to the state of Massachu-

setts and whose parents or guardians are not able to pay

the whole or a portion of this sum, can be admitted

gratuitously by application to the governor for a warrant.

The following is a good form, though any other will

do: —
" To His Excellency the Governor.

" Sir,— ]\Iy son (or daughter, or nephew, or niece, as the case may
be), named , and aged , cannot be instructed in the common
schools, for want of sight. I am unable to paj- for the tuition at the

Perliias Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, and I

request that your Excellency will give a warrant for free admission.

Very respectfully, ."

The application may be made by any relation or friend,

if the parents are dead or absent.

It should be accompanied by a certificate, signed by

some regular physician, in this form :
—

" I certify that, in my opinion, has not sufficient vision to

be taught in common schools ; and that he is free from epilepsy, and

trom any contagious disease.

(Signed) ."



Those i):ip(ns should he clone up together, and forwarded

to the DllIKCTOK OF Tin: InstITI'TIOX FoII THK liLIM),

Soiif// li'isfoii. Muss.

1)1111(1 childrt'ii and youth residini;- in Maine, New

llanipshiro, N'crniont , ( "oiincctieiil and Rhode Island, hy

applying as ahove to tlu; governor, or the " Secretary ot"

State," in their respertivc states, can obtain warrants for

free admission.

The sum of $300 al)ovc specified covers all expenses

(except for clothing), namely, board, lodging, washing,

tuition, and the use of books and musical instruments.

The pupils must furnish their own clothing, and pay their

own fares to and from the institution.

An obligation will be required from some responsible

persons, that the pupil shall be kept properly supplied

with decent clothing, shall be provided for during vaca-

tions, and shall be removed, without expense to the insti-

tution, whenever it may be desirable to discharge him.

The usual period of tuition is from five to seven years.

The friends of the pupils can visit them whenever they

choose.

The use of tol)acco, either in smoking or otherwise, is

strictly prohi1)ited in the institution.

I'ersons applying for admission of children must fill out

certain l)lanks, copies of which will bo forwarded to any

address on application.

For further information address M. Axa(;x()s, Director,

Perkins Ixstitutiox for tiii: Blind, So/'f/t Boston,

Muss.





APPENDIX.

PROCEEDmGS

COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

Perkins Ixstitution axd Massachusetts

School for the Blind.





COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

PERKINS INSTITUTION AND MASSACHUSETTS SCHOOL

FOR THE BLIND.

The commencement exercises illustrate so well

the educational methods and resources of the

school, and have won for it so many valued friends,

that the event deserves a full account among the

records of the year. The generous comments of

the press have been freely used in making up this

repoi-t.

The following circular, containing the pro-

gramme of exercises to be given, was sent to the

friends and benefactors of the school, and was

widely and kindly noticed in all the newspapei's of

this and neighboring cities: —

Pkukins Institition and Mass. School for the Bi.l\i>,

Boston-, May 11, ISS.'i.

The ftuninonconK'nt exercises of this school will be held
.^^i

'i'reinont Temple on Tuesday, June 2, at 3 v. m. Samuel Eliot,

LL.l)., will itieside ; His Excelleucy, GoA-eruor Robinson, will

»j;ive a liiief opening address, and the Hev. Kdwanl A. llorton

will speak on the kiiulergaiten project.
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You are most cordially invited to honor the occasion with

your presence.

The seats on the floor and in the first balcony of the Temple

will be reserved for the choice of the members of the corpora-

tion, and the friends and patrons of the institution, to whom

this invitation is sent, until Saturday, May 23. Tickets are

ready for delivery, and those who may be desirous of obtain-

ing them are requested to send me a postal card indicating the

number wished for. It will giA'e me very great pleasure to

forward them at once.

The seats will be reserved until 3 o'clock, punctually, when

standing persons will be permitted to occupy all vacant places.

No tickets are required for the second balcony of the Tem-

ple, to which the public are cordially invited.

M. ANAGNOS.

The first steps for the establishment of a kindergarten,

which is imperatively needed for little sightless children, and

without which the system of the education of the blind cannot

be regarded as complete, have already been taken. A suitable

estate has recently been secured in Roxbury, corner of Day

and Perkins streets, and prei)arations are being made for the

opening of the infant institution next autumn.

The purchase of the land and the absolutely necessary ex-

penses for rendering the premises habitable and adapting them

to the elementar}' wants of the kindergarten will, liowever,

deplete the treasury of its contents entirely, and there will not

be one cent left for carrying on the work. To this important

fact the attention of the benevolent and philanthropic members

of our community is most respectfully called. They should

bear it in mind, that upon their kind consideration and gen-

erous aid the support, progress, and success of the enterprise

are wholly dependent.
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r.otiv niimial siil)scii|)li()iis for current expense's, and a^ntii-

liiilions for an tiidowMienl fiunl laii^e enough to place the

estalilishuient on n iMriiiMiiciil basis, are earnestly solicited,

and will lie lliankfidly received and duly acknowledued by

EDWAHI) JACKSON, Treasurer,

No. 17S Devom^hire Street, Boston, Mass.

l'K()(; W A MM E. Pa kt I.

1. OKCiAX. Great G Minor Fuirue, Bwh.

Miss Frkda Black.

2. BRIEF OPENING ADDRESS.
Ills EXCELLKNCY GOVERXOR ROBIXSOX.

3. BAND. Salutation March, Wirrjand.

4. ESS.IY. " Study of the Voice."

Miss Mary E. Saxi-ord.
*

5. SOLO FOR ALTO HORN. Air and Variations, . ./. Fainpare.

CnnisTOPnr.R A. Howlaxd.

G. TOPICS IN ELECTRICITY.

William B. Pf.rry.

7. READING BY THE TOUCH.
By Five Little Girls.

8. DUET. " Quis est Homo," A'ossini.

Misses M. E. Wheeler and C. C. Roicske.

Part II.

1. GYMNASTICS, :Military Drill and Calisthenics.

2. SOLO FOR CORNET. " Alexis Grand Fantasia. '

. Ilirlmann.

CiiAS. H. Prescott.
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3. EXERCISE IN GEOGRAPHY.
By Four Little Boys.

4. THE KINDERGARTEN AND ITS FRUITS.

Remarks on the Kindergarten, by Ri<:v. E. A. Houtox.

5. DUET. " The Army and Navy," . . . . . T. Cooke.

Mi<;ssRS. L. Titus and VVm. B. Hammond.

6. VALEDICTORY.
Miss Susanna E. Sheaiian.

7. CHORUS for Female Voices. " Down in the Dewy Dell,". Smart.

8. AWARD OF DIPLOMAS.

By Dr. Samuel Eliot.

9. CHORUS. " A Spring Song," C. Pinsuli.

• NAMES OF GRADUATES.

Cornelia C. Rokske. Mary E. Saxford.

Susanna E. Sheaiian. Mary E. Whekler.

Early applications for seats were presented in

such numbers that nearly all were engaged before

the tickets were issued, and thousands of later

applicants were necessarily disappointed. So

urgent were the demands, however, in some in-

stances, that a limited number of admission tickets

were issued, giving standing room to those who

were willing to wait for possible vacancies among

the reserved seats.

The programme as given was fully carried out,

surpassing in interest as well as in execution all



that ha\o goiio hcCoi-c. Tlic large aiiditoriuiii of*

'^ri-t'iiiout, Temple was filled U) its utinost capacity

with an asseniMy representing" the most intelligent

ami iiillmiitial people of Boston and the state,

"• who mniiiCested the most lively and sympathetic

interest in the ri'maikably suecessful efforts of the

]»upils." The seats on the phitform were nearly

filled by the scholars, the remainder being occupied

by the oflieers and trustees of the school, and

other friends prominent in educational and literary

circles. Among the former sat Laura Bridgman,

the world-renowned pupil of Dr. Howe, who, by

her evident interest in the festival as revealed by

her expressive face and busy fingers, attracted

much attention.

The exercises opened promptly at 3 o'clock by

a "•well-executed rendering" on the organ of

Bach's " Great G Minor Fugue," by Miss Freda

Black. Dr. Samuel Eliot presided "with dignity,

ease, and with that bi'cvity which is the soul of

wit." He came forward and said,

—

' Till' ollioers and pupils of thi' Porkius Institution I)id a

lu-arty wck-oiiK' to llirir rrii'iids Iiltl' assembled. "We are all

aware tiiat the connection between this school and the coni-

inonwcaltli lias liccn of the closest and most important kind.

'I'lie tillicial lirad of this school is in rt'ality the Governor of the

ri'iiininiiwrallh, and he has conscnti-il to make the opening

address. It is lumecessary for nic to present him to this

audience."
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OPENING ADDRESS,

By His Excellency Governor George D. Eobinson.

Ladies and Gentlemen:— The couuection, as Dr. Eliot has

well said, between this school and the commonwealth is inti-

mate. But it is because the association of the state with all

educational enterprises is close. At the foundation of all our

institutions lies the recognition of the fact that in the abundant

and liberal education of all the people stand security and wel-

fare. Therefore, the state has always taken it upon herself to

exercise authority so far as to say to parents, " These are your

children, it is true ; they .are members of your family, but thej^

also are to be future inhabitants, it may be, of this common-

wealth ; therefore, we shall demand, in order that our state in

the future may, indeed, be a commonwealth, that the children

growing up to be men and women shall have an education

which will fit them for the responsibilities and duties of their

after life." Upon that broad principle our common school

system rests ; and it is placed so firmly there, so strongly sus-

tained by reason and common sense, so abundantly guaranteed

in every person's consciousness of what is right and safe, that

the time is never to come in Massachusetts when it can be

destroyed. [Applause.] Now, akin to that is the movement

which is to have its illustration here this afternoon. If one

child is to receive the benefits of public instruction, all children

should have an equal opportunity. We take our information

in different ways. Certain avenues of communication are open

to us. The}' are different in degree in different persons. One

person sees better than another, though each may see ; an-

other hears better than his neighbor ; another's sense of touch

is more delicate and apprehensive ; and so on, without further

illustration. Hence we seek development in different dii'ec-

tions. One person becomes a successful musician ; another

one has a trained eye, with all the accomplishments that follow
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tlit'ivaftor ; aixl Provitlcnce, we all iccoirnize, in somo way or

otlitT, iiiakt's ii|i in compensation oftliincs to those who inav

sfi'iii to lack what \vc prize most (h-aiiy. IIovv often have wc

l)ccn toiiciicil in o\ii- teiKK'i'cst syinpatiiy, ami how much we

have tieiMi thrilled with joyous satisfaction to liiul some one that

we looked upon as unfortunate come forth and stand out as a

leader beyond those who seemed more blessed. [Renewed

applause.]

Ladies and gentlemen, there is an adjective in the title line

of the programme that introduces me, and that adjective is —
'' Hrief opening address." [Laughter.] I have, I think,

entirely fullillcd thai demand. [Renewed laughter.] You

cann' not to lu'ar me, but others that will be far more interest-

ing. I will add only a few Avords. This, you know, is the

season of school life, and of the harvesting of the results of

instruction. It is the season of the year, let me assure you,

that keeps the Governor of the commonwealth busy (a laugh

and applause), as all seasons, indeed, do, with the numerous

institutions that are constantly calling for his attention. L'n-

doulitt'dly in this great audience are the immediate friends of

the children who sit before you. Congratulations are due to

them for the abundant op[)ortunities that are afforded for the

instruction of these children. Of all the pleasant things that

we meet from day to day, seldom anything appeals more

strongl}' to me than the gathering of the older persons to wit-

ness the triumphs of the young. In this state, it is an exhibi-

tion that is witnessed on every hand. And now, while, as far

as I have the right, I give you a cordial welcome, I want— and

1 will do it — to extend to these children my most hearty greet-

ing. 1 am glad to know that they are present. I am glad to

assure them that there are hundreds upon hundreds of people

that not only are satisfied with seeing them, but are to be

delighted with hearing them. [Applausi-.] I give them this

testimony out of ray own ex[)erience. A short time ago, on a

l)leasant afternoon, we all became acquainted with each other.
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and we will remain acquaintances as long as life lasts. I and

tliese children stand very close together. Massachusetts gives

$30,000 every year toward this institution, to assist in carrying

on the enterprise. This money is well invested, and it is A-^ery

properly expended. Do not think, — and correct the error if

you have fallen into it, — that these children ^re a public

charge. They are so no more than are j^our children or mine,

now being educated in the common schools to be found in the

cities and towns of the state. The state, as I said, attempts

to provide education for all children ; she goes further, jmd

requires their attendance at school ; she goes still another step,

and says to those who are unable to take instructions in the

ordinary methods in the schools: " We will not leave you in

ignorance, or cast you aside as helpless, but we will make our

circle broader, our institutions greater, our opportunities more

numerous, so that you shall come in and study and sing, write

and work, that men and women shall not know that you have

not all the accomplishments which others possess." [Ap-

plause.] I thank you for your attention, I congratulate you

on what is to come, and will not longer detain 3'ou from it.

[Loud applause.]

Governor Robinson's address was listened to

with closest attention and frequently applauded.

It was spoken of by the press as a " brief but

glowing' speech," " thoughtful and well con-

sidered," and "very appropriate and apprecia-

tive"; and among his auditors none enjoyed it

more than the members of the school, who re-

membered with grateful pleasure his recent visit

and cheering words. At the close of his address

the band played Wicgand's " Salutation March,"

and its "brilliant harmonies" filled the great hall.
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TIk'H followi'd an essay on the "Study of the

Voice " by Miss Mary E. Sanford, one of the grad-

uates,— a young lady of color,— delivered "with

such distinctness as to be in itself an illustration

of the principles it advocated," and " in tones

which wonderfully illustrate the benefits of such

study."

8 T V 1) Y O F T II I-: VOICE.

BY MISS MAUY E. SANFORD.

Singing is an art, and to be studied as such should .l)e divided

into two distinct branches,—the technical and a'sthetic. xV

thorough knowledge of the technical branch is indispensable

to the student who would have au adequate understanding of

the anatomy and physiology of the most delicate and tlic most

pi'rfectof all musical instruments.

A powc'rful voice, intellectual aliility and a thorough knowl-

edge of nuisic, tliough desirable, arc of themselves insullicient

to perfect a singer.

No one can liope to become a finished artist should the tecli-

nical liraneh of study be neglected, or the aesthetic, which

treats of the beautiful in art, prematurely introduced.

To acquire a complete control over the voice in singing is a

task far more arduous and unremitting than the mastery of any

musical instrument whatever. Manufactured instruments, being

tangible and visible, ai)peal to the senses of touch and sight,

thus aiding the student wliile practising ; whereas the vocal

organs are intangible and invisible, and the changes which

they undergo when engaged in the production of musical sound

can be di'tirmiued only by an inner consciousness on the part

of the singer eomliiiicd with concentration and determination

of mind and will. T(j these, the only safe guides in the pro-
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duction of correct musical sounds, the careful attention of

every student should be especially directed.

The four essential attributes of musical sound are pitch, tim-

bre or quality, A^olume and duration. The power of the voice

over these attributes varies in individuals, because of the shape,

size, strength and the capacity for contraction and expansion

of the organs constituting the vocal mechanism, which are the

lungs, the muscles of respiration, chest, trachea, bronchi, the

larynx, the pharynx, and the various organs of the mouth.

The subject which should precede all others in singing is

that of respiration, or the method of breathing artistically.

Until the functions of the diaphragm and other respiratory

muscles are understood and their mastery acquired, true

progress in singing is hopeless and a perfect development of

the vocal powers impossible.

There are two grand divisions of the luiman voice, male and

female. Each division consists of three sub-divisions or classes,

those of the first being the bass, baritone and tenor ; of the

second, the contralto, mezzo-soprano and soprano. Each

class is cliaracterized by certain qualities peculiar to itself.

The range of tones capable of being produced by a voice con-

stitutes what is commonly called compass.

In classifying untutored voices great care should be exer-

cised in ascertaining and analyzing the natural capabilities of

each, that the voice be not forced or its development impaired.

The qualities w^hich characterize a healthy voice are clear-

ness, mellowness, resonance, while those characterizing an

unhealthy voice are the nasal, guttural and muffled qualities.

Most persons are by nature enabled to exercise a partial con-

trol over the voice in singing ; and because of this many, far

too man}^ ignore the importance of vocal culture. While the

voice is ours to do with as we will, it is, like all our powers,

God-given ; it is a member of the house in which we live, and

should be trained with due care.

To the student striving to overcome obstacles in the path-
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way loading up to the ln'iiilit.s of knowledj^e, whctlicr in hinging

or any otlicr art, we would suy,

—

" ratieiilly labor tliou, with llrm iiKk-uvor,

Ardriitly liopin;; on, lin^^cnn;^ never,

So shall tliy toil l)rini,' uiifailin^ reward."

A solo for alto horn with " Air and Variations,"'

by J. Painpare, was then performed by Christopher

A. Rowland, and as its " clear notes " ceased,

William 15. Pei-ry came forward, and in a brief

essay presented a few " Topics in Electricity," giv-

ing a concise summary of the history of that science

and illustrating his subject by experiments.

TOPICS IX ELECTRICITY.

liY AVILLIAM n. I'KKKY.

As remote as the sixth century B. C. it was known to tlie

antients, that ainl)er when rublted with silk possessed the prop-

erty of lirst attracting and then repelling light bodies. From

the Greek word electron, the name of amber, is derived the

term electricity. Pliny, soon after the beginning of the

Christian i-ra, writes of the attraction of the lingers, when

briskly rubbed, for bits of straw and wood, and compares it to

that of the Lydiau or loadstone for iron. This, until the six-

teenth century, seems to have been the extent of electrical

knowkdgi'. Tile theories advanced to exi>lain the phenonu-na

were very primitive ; it was supposed l)y some to be a living

soul that became manifest by friction. During the reign of

Elizal)eth, Dr. Gilbert established a number of well known

prin(i[)li's. From this simiilest beginning has grown nur

present knowledge, aided by such men as Franklin, (Jalvani,

Volta and otiiers, tlirougii whose efforts it has been converted
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into a mighty agent accomplishing, as it seems, almost mirac-

ulous results.

. By its application to telegraphy thousands of miles have

been spanned in as many seconds. By its aid we are enabled

to converse with friends leagues distant as though at hand.

The electric light with its brilliant illuminating power, the

microphone by which the tread of a fly becomes distinctly audi-

ble, the adoption as a motive force in the electric engine, and

many other inventions all give ami)le proof of its incalculable

worth and utility.

Electricity manifests itself in two ways—as a charge or

current. The simplest manner of generating a charge is by

friction. For this purpose a machine similar to this one, is

used. It consists of a glass plate mounted on an axis ; on

each side is a rubber of chamois and an amalgam, pressed

against it by a spring attached to a connecting wire or chain
;

opposite the rubber are a number of points connected with a

metal rod terminating in a knob. The silk is to prevent the

electricity from passing into the air. By turning the plate it

becomes positively electrified and the rubbers negatively.

From the latter the charge passes off through the conducting

wire ; that upon the glass acting on the metal points produces

a charge in the prime conductor. If now an insulated conduc-

tor be held near the knob, it can receive a charge only equal

to that of the machine ; should a second conductor ])e separated

from the first by a non-conductor, a consideral)le quantity can

be condensed. The ordinary condenser is known as the Leyden

jar. It consists of a metal cup separated from a second cup by

a non-conductor, usually of glass. Holding the ball connected

with the inner cup near the prime conductor of the machine,

the positive electricity is repelled, giving a negative charge

which neutralizes with the positive from the machine, the

remaining cup positively electrified ; this causes the glass to

polarize and repel the positive of the outer cup which is con.

ducted off into the earth. This operation is repeated until the
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jar is tumplctcly chargotl, when it is said to be saturated, li

can llieii l»e diseliarged instanlaneously l>y (.•oniiectiiij^ the t\V(^

cups, or by degrees, first toueliing the iuuur and tlieu tlie outer

c-up.

Tiie aetiuu of llie electric currciil is well sIkmvu iu llit.' niicro-

plioiie. A pencil of carbon is held in loose c(jiitact between

supi)()rts of the same material, tiiat are allached to a surface

sensitivi' to vibiatiuiis ; the pencil and supports lying in the

circuit of a battery and receiver ; if the surface be set in

vibration the pencil is disturbed and causes a change of resist-

ance to the current, which is recorded as magnified sound at

the receiver. The micrt)phonc is not very practical, but serves

to illustrate one of the many applications of the electric current.

At the conclusion of the essay five little girls

read " l)y the touch " some verses in dialogue form,

and lliough the "piece was comparatively new to

them, yet the lines were read as easily and quickly

as though the pupils had been endowed with sight."

Mr. Anagnos here explained that the pupils could

read uufjxmiliar pages, even proof-sheets fresh

from the press.

Miss M. E. Wheeler and Miss C. C. Roeskc,

two of the graduates, then sang the duet, " Quis

est Homo " from Rossini's " Stabat Mater," which

was admirably rendered and " gave evidence of

musical culture."

The second part of the programme opened by

the entrance upon the platform of twelve little

boys in blouse suits, who performed various exer-

cises in gymnastics with ease and precision, and as

they withdrew, twelve little girls appeared, dressed
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in loose, graceful frocks of creamy white, and

executed quite charmingly a series of calisthenic

movements to the music of the piano. They were

succeeded upon the stage by twelve young men,

who went through a musket drill with and without

w^ord of command, which " was characterized by

almost perfect military precision," and " the unity

with which the orders were carried out seemed

remarkable." " The calisthenic and military drill

was something wonderful when we remembered

that this absolute precision and freedom of move-

ment was secured without the aid of the eye."

After a solo on the cornet, Hartmann's " Alexis

Grand Fantasia," finely performed by Charles H.

Prescott, four little boys " responded in a remark-

able way to the demands made upon them in an

exercise in geography ; " and the " whole of the

performance showed remarkable aptitude for both

intellectual and physical exercises, and each dis-

play of the pupils' skill evoked the warmest

applause."

The " kindergarten and its fruits " was made

the text for a " brief but very pertinent and

cogent and altogether admirable address " by the

Rev. E. A. Horton, which was also pronounced an

" eloquent appeal for the new kindergarten enter-

prise, presenting its demands in a manner that

was inspirational."
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riii-; kim)i;1vm;ai;'i i:.\ and ris i-km its.

ADDKKSS r.V Kl.V. i;i»WAi:l> A. )l<>i;ios.

I :iiii ghul to see the fnlCilinent of the wish of him who strove

so hard to estulilish tliis institution. The s[)irit of Dr. Howe

ni:iy be witii us, reeoiiiiizinii; the jjrcsi'ut gui(liu<j; spirit, and

lih'ssin<i- the elforts to carry liis work ou to greater triumphs

thii>iii:h tlic kiu(U'r<j,:irteii for the hlind. It seems rather out

(if i>lace for a seeing person, especially an adult, to take part

in these exercises, l»ut underneath the general surprise at the

excellence of the exhiliition there is a knowledge of the price-

less value of this institution which I wish to speak about.

There may be exhil)itions in this city which are more dramatic,

that will bring the tears to the eyes more readily than this: if

there is I do not know what it is. I oidy wish that my child,

endowed, as far as I know, with all her faculties, could do as

much and do it as well as some who have displayed their

abilities here to-day. The kindergarten, as you all know, is

an aid even to those who have all their senses, and is a prc-

re(piisite for the best use of the talents. To every child the

eyes are the gateway through which he receives a multitude of

impressions. Unconsciously he learns a thousand things con-

cerning what is going on around him. But a blind child is like

an unfurnished room; there is nothing for him to learn bv

observation, and every impression must enter his mind bv

some other channel : there are few pictures within ; few oases

in the desert. The kindergarten ste[)s in and gives to the

blind ciiild the raw materials from wliieli lie can fashion ideas

and characteristics. The sightless child may claim, and with

justice, too, that he is freed from the moral o])ligations which

are expected from others, for his mind, uninstructed and

neglected, is fidl of ungoveriUMl impressions and is like an

army or a moli, williout leadeis. The kindergarten steps in

and ujarshals all his sentiments and im[iulses into proper
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moral shapes. Again, ordinary children can rnn and play

without fear of bodily danger, thus preserving their health

and strength. For the blind child there is only the folded

hands which brings him into a morbid state, from which it is

hard to rouse him in the future. Experiments with the blind

have shown that through the delicacy of touch the highest

results in science and thought can be reached, and the kinder-

garten earl}' in life trains this sense of feeling. A child

doomed to blindness for life is apt to be devoid of hope, and

without any stimulus the mind becomes sodden, like bread

without yeast. The kindergarten gives exercise to the hand

and brain, and thus, through occupation, it diverts the mind

from one's self. It clears the clouds of sadness away, and

lets in the sunshine. This is no sentimental idea ; it is practi-

cal, for the kindergarten utilizes the child's love of play,

which is perfectly natural, and takes away the gloom that

inevitably settles over unoccupied hours. It also brings the

child, early in life, into contact with men and women, and his

love for those who have instructed him is developed into a

desire to teach others later on. This instruction leads to the

acquiring of a means of support, and when it is remembered

that one person out of every thousand is blind and likely to be

an expense to the community, it will be seen that it is a matter

of political economy to educate the blind to a self-supporting

condition early in life. The funds of this institution are

getting low, and if the people of Boston do not go a little

farther and give a little more money, it will be a cause of

reo-ret to them for several reasons. The little ones cannot be

properly cared for ; they will grow up in ignorance, and become

helpless dependents, instead of self-respecting members of the

community. If they are placed in the advanced classes of the

institution it is not only an injury to themselves but to the

others. They must have their own school. We do not want

to have this school, which is second to none in the world, run

behindhand ; it should be carried forward to its last stage.
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Shall ]\rass:xclui.soUs be beliiiid Saxony? Shall not the

ncativc iiilhiriico of Kroebel <^ive lij^Iit to the bliuii, loveal-

iiii; a new heaven and ii new earth? May this institution,

through you and its ulher friends, obtain its wIsIumI for kin-

lU'i'LCai-ten.

AVhile this appeal was being presented it was

supplemented and enforced by some twelve 3oung

pupils, six boys and as many girls, who illusti'ated

in the presence of the audience some of the fruits

of their own kindergarten trainin":. From the

class in physiology one made the model of a heart;

another, the human spinal column. A boy from

the class in zoology motilded the form of a large

turtle with its artictilations; another, pol^^ps at

work on a coral reef. Pupils from the botany

class made the stem, root and leaf of a plant, de-

scribing the changes which the leaf undergoes.

Little fellows who had studied geography modelled

in clay from memory very good representations of

the valley of the ^N^ile, and North America with its

capes and crannies; and a very little girl exhibited

a book as her work and named it " Heidi " in

honor of her favorite story book. Thus they gave

" very effective illustrations of their object lessons,

demonstrating better than any formal address the

possibility and propriety of such a preliminary

school " as the necessities of the young blind de-

mand. Mr. Anagnos here added a few words

emphasizing the importance of this method of

training, showing its value in the jirogressive
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studies of the school, and exhibiting as proof

some beautiful specimens of handiwork made by

the young giils, to be sent to an international ex-

hibition in Holland, held in connection with the

fifth European congress of the educators of the

blind.

Messrs. L. Titus and William B. Hammond then

gave a duet, " The Army and jN^avy," which was

sung in a very spirited manner.

The valedictory followed, given by Miss S. E.

Sheahan, which was delivered in a clear, expres-

sive voice, and "gave evidence of intellectual

ability."

VALEDICTORY.

I5Y MISS SUSANNA E. SHEAHAN.

Before saying a fiual "Good-bye" to our school days, we

linger for a moment to consider Avliat education really is, and

how far it prepares us for the active duties of life.

Living as we do in an age when education is universal and

in a country where institutions of learning rise on every side,

and hundreds of young men and young women receive diplomas

every year, it is necessary that we should understand the mean-

ing and object of education in its grandest and broadest sense.

For it is only when we appreciate the fact that education is

something more than the completion of a certain course of

study, something higher and nobler than mere intellectuality,

that we are qualified to take our stand among the useful and

happy members of society.

Intellect, culture, knowledge and opportunities are but step-

ping stones to the grand object of education, which is charac-

ter. It is character that leads us out of ourselves to the great
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world lii-yoiul; it is cliiinii'li r lli:il makes a iii:ii» fcn'gct himself

:iml his own sorrows in uUrviating tliL' alUictions of others, uiid

ciialth's hill) to i'iiji>y tlu' <fre:itest happiness when (h/mg the

greatest good U) liuiiiani(y.

Talent niay win admiration, intelh-ct dazzle, knowledge

attract attention ; Imt it is only the carefnl and conscieutious

stndy that Iirings with it self-deniaK perseverance, qnickness

in thought ami action, earnestness in performance, that can

teach ns how to li\ e.

To educate is to unfold the whole nature of man, to lift him

up to all that is highest and best ; and this is the work of a

lifetime.

The snccess of the past and the fntnre is not to be estimated

by the height that is reached, but by the obstacles that .have

been overcome. That only is education which teaches us to

use faithfully the talents that,liave been entrusted to our keep-

ing.; — to advance day by day in knowledge and strength,

year by year in wisdom and perfection, until we are worthy to

receive the reward, " Well done, good and faithful servant."

To his Excellency the GJovernor and the legislature of Mas-

sachusetts, and to the corresponding representatives of the

several New England states, we return our thanks for their

generous support of our school.

To our trustees we arc deeply grateful for their constant in-

terest in all that concerns our welfare.

Director, teachers and matrons, words are weak to-day .to

I'xpress the gratitude we feel, and we rejoice in the thought

tiiat it is in our power to prove ourselves worthy in the future

of all that has l)een done for us in the past.

Schoolmates, though the long happy years that we have

spent together are now ended, yet our love for our school anil

our interi'sl in that beautiful garden so soon to be prepared for

the little ones will ever serve to keep us firmly united.

Classmates, our school work is over, and dutv calls us to a
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new field of action. Bravely, hopefiill}', let us obey her voice

and —
" Through weal or woe

Where'er we go,

Be this our high eudeavor,

—

Some good to do,

Some service true,

That shall endure forever."

The chorus for female voices, " Down in the

Dewy Dell," was rendered with fine effect, after

which the four graduates received their diplomas

from the hands of Dr. Eliot, who presented them

in a very touching and impressive speech, and

dwelt upon the blessing which " comes from an

effort to live up to our ideals," closing with the

beautiful benediction, "through your lives may
new streams of holiness come into the world,"

The exercises closed with Pinsuti's " Spring

Song," given by a full chorus of pupils, and the

whole entertainment occupied but two hours and a

half. It was pronounced " one of the most satis-

factory that has ever been given by the institution,

and reflected the highest credit on its methods of

instruction."
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Comments of the Press.

The proceedings of the festival were fully re-

ported and most fiivorably commented upon both

by the secular and religious press, and the atten-

tion of the public was earnestly called to the work

of the institution and its present wants and future

needs. Of the numerous articles, which appeared

in the editorial columns of leading newspapers on

the occasion of our commencement exercises, we

copy the following: —

The eoraraeucement exercises of the Perkins Institution

for the Blind, held 3'esterday at Tremont Temple, bring again

to notice the high rank which has been attained in Massachu-

setts through the agency of this institution in the care and

instruction of the sightless. The enthusiastic remarks of the

governor were quite aside from the perfunctory address com-

mon on such occasions. Tiie notable feature of the day was,

however, the attention wliich was i)aid, both in the exhibition

and in the addresses, to the new movement to provide kinder-

garten instruction for the blind. Already results have been

achieved, and were exhibited yesterday, which illustrate the

peculiar fitness of* the inductive mt'thod for the teaching of

l>lind cliildren. The training of sense perceptions should
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proceed even more expeditiously, relatively speaking, with this

class, so peculiarly sensitive, than with children at large. It

is not, therefore, impossible that the work now being done,

and to be undertaken when the new kindergarten for the blind

shall be established in Roxbury, may not only render these

people useful and self dependent, but may contribute impor-

tant suggestions to the growing science of sense training. —
Boston Daily Advertiser, June 3.

Among the most interesting of the educational anniver-

saries that are held in this State are the commencement exer-

cises of the Perkins Institute and Massachusetts School for

the Blind ; and those held at Tremont Temple last Tuesday

afternoon surpassed in some respects any former commence-

ment of this school, showing the constant advance that is

being made in proficiency under the faithful superintendence

of Mr. Anaguos. The Temple was crowded with an audience

who manifested the most lively and sympathetic interest in the

remarkably successful efforts of the pupils. The music by the

band, the vocal and instrumental solos and duets, the essays,

the reading by touch, the gymnastics, military drill and calis-

thenics, the exercises in geography, were all such as to reflect

the highest credit upon the school and the pupils ; and not the

least interesting and important were the kindergarten illustra-

tions by several of the younger pupils, in connection with

which Rev. E. A. Ilorton made an eloquent appeal for the new

kindergarten enterprise, presenting its demands in a manner

that was inspirational. A brief and very appropriate opening

address was made by Gov. Robinson. Dr. Samuel Eliot pre-

sided and presented diplomas to four graduates.

—

Boston Home

Journal, June G.
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TIIK KINDKRGAUTEN FOR Till; i;MM).

TIk' coiniiK'nct'imMit cxoreisi's of tiie Perkins Iiistituti<jn for

till' Hliiul touch !i ti'inU'r chord in the life of the Boston puMic,

and are always awaited with eagerness, but it is more and more

evi(U'nt lliat tlu' Perkins Institution is like what Harvard

rniversily would lie it' it had no [)reparat()ry schools. The

1)lind children from 4 to years of age are exempt from the

common education of other youth of their own age ; tliey are

alone in homes which are often comfortless; they are without

occupation and have nothing to aid them in receiving imi)res-

sious from the outside world ; and, witliout some preparatory

school, there are comparatively few who will receive proper

training when their minds crave most eagerly something to

work upon. The result is that the South Boston institution is

sadly crippled for want of a jtreparatory school, a kindergarten,

where the i)ui)ils may be assisted by themselves in acquiring

those elementary ideas which other children obtain through

their i)lay and their use of the eye in observation. The more

peoiile give their attention to this matter, the more imi)ortant

does a kindergarten institution become as a preparatory school

for the blind. It is announced that so much interest is felt in

this work that the trustees of the Perkins Institution have

already secured a suitable estate in Roxbury for the beginning

of the school, and that it will probably be opened in the

autumn. This is good news, and the work here required is so

much larger than that which is done at South Boston, and is

yet so intiuiately connected with it as i)reparatory to it. that

those who feel an interest in the older institution are almost

sure to be the helpers in the new undertaking. It is a very

interesting field that the kindergarten opens out to the blind

children, ami it is also strictly in the line of their i)roper edu-

cation. No one who witnessed yesterday the work of the little

kindergartners at Tremont Temple could fail to see what de-
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light the children have in manipulating clay, and this was but a

specimen-brick, so to speak, of the kind of instruction which

the kindergarten system offers to these unfortunate children.

Mr. Anagnos has not only succeeded to Dr. Howe's great

ability as the head of the Perkins Institution, but, in pushing

forward the kindergarten scheme to a point where it is possible

to make a suitable beginning, has more than justified the hopes

of those who made him Dr. Howe's successor. The good work

now almost begun will not be allowed to stop. AYhen Boston

takes hold of a great charity, it never withdraws its hand, and

in creating and endowing a kindergarten for the blind it sup-

plements an enterprise that has carried thejjraise of our city

to the ends of the earth

—

Boston Herald, June 3.

p:ducation for the blind.

The commencement exercises of the Perkins Institution and

Massachusetts School for the Blind, held in Tremont Temple

on Tuesday afternoon (June 2), more than justified the increas-

ing, deepening interest and sympathy with which the annual

return of this occasion is looked forward to by thousands of

our citizens, especially by those who not only have a tender

feeling for those deprived of the advantages which all seeing

persons share in the struggle for life and happiness and use-

fulness, but who, in a patriotic spirit, believe in the equal

right of sightless children to all the education which the state,

for its own preservation, feels itself bound to provide for all

its future fathers, mothers, citizens, and helpers.

This admirable school has proved, and is more and more

signall}^ proving, year by year, what solid, beautiful results can

be accomplished in this field, which once appeared so hope-

less. The great work begun fifty-three years ago by Dr. Howe

goes on with what seems an ever self-renewing energy and

ever fresh surprises of improvement, under the whole-souled
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devotion, watchful caiv and wisdom, ami one is lciiiiiit<l lu .s:iv

liliilaiitliropic {iimina rvt-n, of Iiis siicci'ssor, Mr. Anagmjs.

This wt't'k'sexhiliitioii <>f tiif ('(liicatioiial iiK-thods and resources

and astonishinij; results surpassed all that have gone before.

The lesson, of course, was carried home to the hearts of the

audience chielly by the pupils themselves, through the happy

and intelligent aspect which they all presented, the look of

love and innot-ence and joy, and of foinl reverence for their

teachers ; through their a[)tness at reading with their fingers ;

their well-considered, well-expressed answers to questions in

geography and literature and science ; their excellent, short

original addresses ; their nuisic of band, choruses and solo

singing, true in intonation, refined and si)irited in style and

expression ; the military drill of the older boys, remarkable for

the precision of every movement, and the gymnastic and cal-

isthenic exercises of the younger girls aud boys, which had an

jvsthetic quality of culture besides the mere athletic.

]Most interesting of all, very naturally, were the instances

of kindergarten training, in which children below the age of

nine modelled curious tilings from clay before the eyes of the

audience, showing how work and play (and even art) may be

and should be made one in the earliest years of jeducation.

While this was going on, a brief but very pertinent and

cogent and altogether admirable address was made by the

l{ev. K. A. Ilorlon, showing how indispensable, as preparation

for the more advanced schooling of the blind, is the separate

kindergarten to keep tlu'ir young hope and faculties alive and

active, and save their tender minds and bodies from becoming

" sodden." The director supplemented these remarks by

holding some of the products which the young fingers had

twined or moulded in the school, and with the cheering

announcement that a fine estate of over six acres has at last

been i)urchased by tlie trustees for a kindergarten, of which a

beginning will, it is hoped, be made next fall. The pur-

ehase and first outlav will exhaust the funds so far contributed
;
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and the friends of the blind, no doubt, will see to it that the

enterprise shall not languish for lack of further means.

The opening words of the president of the corporation,

Samuel Eliot, LL.D., and the brief but glowing speech of

Gov. Robinson, fully indorsing the duty of the commonwealth

to its blind as well as to its seeing children, made a deep

impression. Still more so the touching, simple eloquence and

fervor with which President Eliot addressed the four girl

graduates (Misses Cornelia C. Roeske, Susanna E. Sheahan,

Mary E. Sanford, and Mary E. Wheeler), on presenting them

with their diplomas, to bear witness to the world that they go

forth qualified to be self-supporting, useful members of society,

educated both intellectually and morally above the need of

what is commonly called charity. — The Christian Register,

June 11.

LETTER FROM MR. WILLIAM CHAPIN.

In connection with the comments of the pnbHc

press we cannot refi-ain from publishing the follow-

ing letter from the venerable principal of the Penn-

sylvania Institution for the Blind in Philadelphia,

Mr. William Chapin, who has labored in this field

of beneficence with signal devotion and self-

forgetfiilncss for forty -five years, and than whom
no living man in this country can speak with more

authority upon all subjects relating to the educa-

tion and welfare of the blind: —
Pexnstlvaxia Ixstitution for the Instruction of the Blind.

Philadelphia, June, 1883.

My dear Mr. Anagnos, — I have read with much interest

the grand success of your commencement exercises, as given

in the three papers you sent me ; and owe you an apology for
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iii)l ikIviidw Icdniiiij; yinir iiivilut ion (•;ir(l.s. Wc an* oiilv n<f\v

ctiiiclii(liii;j; oiii' |iiilp|ic cxniiiiiiMlioiis, atid |iiTi):iiiiP4 for oiir

rni:il t'xerci.sos on Wcihu'sday. Wi- {•aiiiinl awaken llic interest

liiTi' wliicli snnoiiiuls you in Boston. Vour ( Hnernor's

a<l(lri'ss was ai)i)roi)riali' and hcantifnl, with an expression of

tender sympathy for tlu' Mind, which comM n(jt in the least

wonnd tiu'ii' self-respect. "^'our puhlie papers also show a

noble interest in your work, and impress the pnlilic with a

pride in your institution which is rarely shown elsewhere.

r.ut in liiis. 1 must not overlook the master hand that inspires

this fi'elin^ in the Boston community, — even the energy of

its present Director, on whom the mantle of Iloire has fallen

so kindly.

We graduate this year about 21. AVe have made some

interesting advances in kindergarten, — admitting children at

an earlier age than formea'ly, for that purpose.

I write in some haste, and beg you will present my kind

regards to Mrs. Anagnos, and accept for yourself my admira-

tion for your success.

WILLIAM CHAPIN.

M. Anagnos, Esq.
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